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Abstract

There is strong empirical support for behavioral parent training (BPT) as an intervention for children with externalizing behavior problems (EBP). However, there is a lack of studies that have investigated the effectiveness of BPT in routine care. Furthermore, most families in need of service do not gain access to it. Another issue of concern is that a sizable portion of children who take part in BPT does not show clinical significant improvement. With regard to behavioral teacher training (BTT) for student with EBP, there is a paucity of intervention trials using randomized design. The training procedures have rarely been standardized, which have resulted in interventions that are dependent upon heavy involvement of external consultants. To enable more students with EBP to gain access to help, intervention models that use fewer resources and are feasible for typical school personnel need to be developed. Study I investigated the effects of BPT in which regular employees implemented the intervention in routine care. The participants were randomized to BPT with full practitioner support (BPT-P), self-administered BPT with minimal practitioner support (BPT-S), or a waitlist control group (WL). The study showed that BPT disseminated through brief training of social service employees (BPT-P) resulted in at least as large effects as previous efficacy studies. PMT-S also showed significant effects compared to the WL, but was less effective than PMT-P. Improvements in child behaviors were mediated by improved parenting behaviors. Study II investigated the effects of an enhanced version of the BPT-program from study I. The program targeted families with risk factors for non-response that were referred to service within the social services. The results showed strong intervention effects on child EBP and parent anxiety/depression for enhanced BPT compared to regular BPT. Study III used a randomized design to evaluate the effects of a standardized and feasible BTT program. At both posttest and follow-up, significant effects favoring the BTT-group were found on student EBP, teacher behavior management, and peer problems. The study also showed that the effect on student EBP was mediated by change in teacher behavior management.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>Attention Deficit Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Behavior Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT</td>
<td>Behavioral Parent Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-E</td>
<td>Enhanced Behavioral Parent Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-P</td>
<td>Practitioner assisted Behavioral Parent Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-R</td>
<td>Regual Behavioral Parent Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-S</td>
<td>Self-administered Behavioral Parent Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREB</td>
<td>Brief Rating of Externalizing Behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTT</td>
<td>Behavioral Teacher Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>Cognitive Behavior Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Conduct Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRS</td>
<td>Conntes Teacher Rating Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBP</td>
<td>Externalizing Behavior Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI</td>
<td>Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-IS</td>
<td>Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory - Intensity Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-PS</td>
<td>Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory - Problem Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBA</td>
<td>Functional Behavioral Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS</td>
<td>Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>Harsch and Inconsistent [subscale]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>Intra-Class Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODD</td>
<td>Oppositional Defiant Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-COMP</td>
<td>Social Competence Scale - Parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>Parent Daily Rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Praise and Incentives [subscale]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>Parenting Practices Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ</td>
<td>Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIF</td>
<td>Variation Inflation Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>Waiting List</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Externalizing Behavior Problems in Children
Definition
The construct of externalizing behavior problems (EBP) in children refers to a grouping of behaviors including aggression, defiance, impulsivity, antisocial behavior, and hyperactivity (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1984; Hinshaw, 2002). The dimensions of the construct have the common feature of describing behaviors that reflect the child negatively acting on the external environment (Campbell, Shaw, & Gilliom, 2000). In contrast to EBP, children may develop internalizing behavior problems, such as withdrawn, anxious, and depressed behaviors. These problems more centrally affect the child’s internal psychological environment rather than the external world (Liu, 2004). This dichotomy is neither perfect nor complete, since children with externalizing problems may suffer internally and vice versa. In fact, there is a substantial co-morbidity between externalizing and internalizing behavior problems (Hinshaw, 1987).

In the context of this thesis, the concept of EBP is regarded to be a continuous rather than a categorical concept. However, in clinical contexts, the use of qualitative categories (i.e., diagnoses) is common practice. Childhood externalizing disorders include oppositional defiant disorder (ODD), attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and conduct disorder (CD). Although the use of diagnoses is dominant within the clinical literature, the continuum approach has enjoyed strong empirical support for many years and will probably be incorporated in the fifth version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Hinshaw, 2002; Moffit et al., 2008). The most apparent advantage of a continuous concept is that it captures a larger part of the variation in the problems at hand, which increases the predictive value of the concept (Moffit et al., 2008).

Other terms used to describe EBP include for example conduct problems, antisocial behavior, and disruptive behavior. Although these terms often are regarded as synonyms, distinctions are sometimes drawn between them. The term EBP is generally broader than the other and may be viewed as an overarching concept. For example is hyperactivity often included as a part of EBP, while it is usually separated from conduct problems. EBP also generally refers to less severe behavior problems than for example antisocial behavior (Shaw & Winslow, 1997).
Despite the issues related to definition and co-morbidity, there is nevertheless utility to the separation of the constructs of externalizing and internalizing behavior problems. Children with a variety of externalizing behaviors often benefit from similar types of interventions (e.g., Eyberg, Nelson, & Boggs, 2008; Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). In turn, children with a variety of internalizing behavior problems (e.g., depression and anxiety) are often targeted with interventions that have similar features (e.g., David-Ferdon & Kaslow, 2008; Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008), which are distinct from those used to prevent and treat externalizing behavior problems.

Prevalence

In the empirical studies of this thesis, EBP was regarded as a continuous variable. For example, in the first study, a child was targeted for intervention if they obtained a score above the 90th percentile on a parent rating of EBP. In prevention science, it is common to apply a cut-off when assigning children to interventions with various levels of interventions (e.g., Sugai et al., 2000). However, in order to make sense of prevalence rates, children have to be identified by discrete categories (e.g., diagnoses) rather than continuously. There is large variation in the reported prevalence of childhood psychiatric disorders related to EBP, depending on the nature of the population sample and methods of ascertainment. For example, the lifetime prevalence of ODD and CD has been reported to be between 2-16% (APA, 2000; Loeber, Burke, Lahey, Winters, & Zera, 2000; Maughan, Rowe, Messer, Goodman, & Meltzer, 2004), and between 3-7% for ADHD (APA, 2000). In one of the most recent estimates of lifetime prevalence of psychiatric disorders, retrospective clinical interviews were conducted with a nationally representative sample of close to 10.000 participants across the US (Kessler et al., 2005). The prevalence rates were 8.5% for ODD, 9.5% for CD, and 8.1% for ADHD. It is however not certain that the results based on samples from North American and Britain can be generalized to Scandinavia. For a fact, parents and teachers in Scandinavia consequently report lower problem scores on questionnaires compared to other developed countries (Heiervang, Goodman, & Goodman, 2008; Rescorla et al., 2007). A recent study shed light on this matter, in providing comparable cross-cultural prevalence rates of externalizing disorders (Heiervang et al., 2008). Large normative samples of children in Britain and Norway were screened and thoroughly assessed for childhood psychiatric disorders. The researchers employed a standardized evaluation procedure including several measures to assure reliability. In Norway, the rate of ODD/CD was 2.5% and the rate of ADHD was 1.3%. These rates were indeed lower than those reported in the British sample, which were 4.8% and 2.5%, respectively. Furthermore, when relating these finding to parent and teacher ratings in the same study, no
evidence of underreporting of problem behaviors in Norway was found. The samples were limited to 8-10 year old children, but it is still the best estimate of prevalence of EBP in Scandinavia so far. Although the study was conducted with a Norwegian sample, it is probably safe to generalize the findings to Sweden (Heiervang et al., 2007; Obel et al., 2004). Thus, the literature supports the notion of lower prevalence rates of externalizing disorders in Scandinavia and that the prevalence of externalizing disorders at a certain time point is less than 5%. Still, in prevention and community based intervention practice, it is reasonable to target a larger portion of children (e.g., 10%) considering that the impairment and elevated risk for future maladjustment in children with sub-threshold EBP (Hinshaw, 2002).

Prognosis
Longitudinal studies have shown that EBP are persistent across time (Broidy et al., 2003; Kim-Cohen, Caspi, & Moffit, 2003). For example, in children who have received a CD diagnosis before the age of 15, more than 50% meet criteria for antisocial personality disorder in their mid twenties (Kim-Cohen et al., 2005). Consequently, early expression of EBP is in itself one of the strongest risk factors for later EBP (Conduct Problems Research Group, 1999; Kazdin, 1998; Moffit & Caspi, 2001). Several researchers have adopted methods that identify subgroups of children with unique developmental pathways of EBP. Studies that apply such methods can detect individual differences that otherwise would have been masked in traditional multivariate analyses (Hinshaw, 2002). For example, Patterson and colleagues have developed a frequently applied model, in which subgroups of children and youths are identified by the age of onset of antisocial behavior; early vs. late starters (Patterson, Capaldi, & Bank, 1991). These subgroups have been shown to have distinct etiological and developmental characteristics (e.g., Patterson et al., 1998). Moffit (1993) has developed another commonly cited model, in which individuals are classified as having either “life-course persistent” or “adolescent limited” antisocial behavior patterns. Several prospective longitudinal studies have in recent years identified distinct developmental pathways of EBP similar to the theoretical frameworks described above. In a large-scale multi-site study, analyses from six longitudinal samples identified several distinct pathways of physical aggression (Broidy et al., 2003). Although the exact results differed between the samples, there was an overwhelming consistency in the identification of a small subgroup of high-risk boys (4-11% of the total sample). This group showed a trajectory with high level of physical aggression in kindergarten, which was stable or even increased through adolescence. For girls, a similar high and stable aggressive subgroup was also identified, at least in most samples. However, the high and stable subgroup of boys expressed about twice as much aggressive behaviors as the corresponding group in girls.
Furthermore, in two of the samples, another larger group of boys who also expressed high levels of physical aggression in kindergarten was identified (28-31% of the samples). In contrast to the stable group, the pathway of this larger group of boys declined and approached normative levels in adolescence. Thus, it appears that for highly aggressive boys in kindergarten, the prognosis may be quite different. Such differences are probably due to other risk- and protective factors that will be reviewed in a later section. In sum, this landmark study showed that there is a small group of children who show stable and consistent levels of aggression and that the developmental impact of early EBP may differ between boys and girls. However, the general findings in studies of causes, development, and outcomes related to EBP have pointed to more similarities than differences between boys and girls (e.g., Odgers et al., 2008; Gorman-Smith & Loeber, 2005).

Broidy et al. (2003) also analyzed the predictive value of different types of EBP. In multivariate analyses, it was investigated if early expressions of physical aggression predicted self-reported delinquency in adolescence, controlling for non-aggressive conduct problems, opposition, and hyperactivity. For boys, physical aggression was significantly predictive in 70% of the analyzed relationships across sites. The corresponding results were 50%, 30% and 0% for non-aggressive conduct problems, oppositional behavior, and hyperactivity, respectively. The finding that more severe forms of early EBP were stronger predictors for later delinquency has also been reported in other studies. For example, in a longitudinal study it was shown that childhood diagnosis of CD, but not ADHD significantly predicted adult diagnoses of antisocial personality disorder (Lahey, Loeber, Burke, & Applegate, 2005). In individuals with a history of either CD or CD combined with ADHD, the incidence rates of adult antisocial personality disorder were the same, which was twice as high as for individuals with a history of childhood ADHD. Similar results with regard to AHHD/hyperactivity versus conduct problems as predictors for future maladjustment have been reported in other longitudinal studies (Kim-Cohen et al., 2003; Pardini, Obradovic, & Loeber, 2006; Satterfield et al., 2007). In sum, with respect to stability and development of more serious forms of EBP (i.e., delinquency), evidence supports that children with high levels of conduct problems have worse prognosis than children who only display hyperactivity (or ADHD). That said, hyperactivity, inattentive and impulsive traits are not without meaning in the development of EBP, as will be discussed in the next sections. Furthermore, ADHD-traits have been shown to reliably predict maladjustment later in life other than EBP, such as substance use and school failure (e.g., Burke, Loeber, White, Stouthamer-Loeber, & Pardini, 2007; Trzesniewski, Moffit, Caspi, Taylor, & Maughan, 2006).
Theoretical framework for the thesis

Much of the empirical work pertaining the development of externalizing behavior problems has involved multivariate analyses of the relationship between risk variables and child externalizing outcomes. Kraemer et al. (1997) have proposed a conceptual model in which a variable that merely is associated with a particular outcome is termed *correlate*, while *risk factors* are variables that temporally precede an outcome. Risk factors are divided into *fixed markers* (variables that cannot be altered, e.g., age or sex), and *variable markers* (malleable risk factors). Finally, the term *causal risk factor* is used for variable markers that, when altered, yield a change in the outcome. Despite the host of literature on the development and maintenance of EBP, influential reviewers have concluded that the field is stuck in the “risk factor” stage, because so few studies have used designs that are able to document causality (e.g., Hinshaw, 2002; Moffit, 2005a). Consequently, Hinshaw (2002) points out three important future directions to advance the research related to developmental risk factors. First, there is a need for investigations of the malleability and causal status of risk factors (i.e., natural or controlled experiments). Second, more research has to be theory-driven, because “the sheer size of this list [of risk factors]...betrays the field’s lack of ability to synthesize or to tell a fully coherent story about the development and maintenance of externalizing behavior” (Hinshaw, 2002, p.435). Third, studies need to take typologies of externalizing behavior into account to understand differential effects of risk factors on subgroups within the population of children with EBP (i.e., person-centered approaches). Hinshaw concludes, that if these issues are not considered, it is tempting to apply a large set of multivariate data analyses to large lists of risk factors, which may serve to obscure rather than to clarify developmental processes.

In keeping with Hinshaw’s conclusions, the review of development of EBP in this thesis will be underpinned by theory. Specifically, the *coercion theory* (Patterson, 1982), will serve as the main framework for the review, due to the major role it has played in the development of behavioral interventions the last decades. Coercion theory specifies key risk factors in the development of EBP (Patterson, 1982; Reid, Patterson, & Snyder, 2002). The theory involves both micro-social and macro-social aspects of child development. At the micro-social level, the theory specifies coercive patterns in the moment-to-moment interactions between parents and children. These patterns are characterized by reinforcing contingencies for externalizing child behaviors and the lack of effective parenting that supports prosocial behaviors. Disrupted parenting practices are thought to be a proximal causal factor for antisocial behavior in young children. At the macro-social level, the maintenance and escalation of early antisocial behaviors is specified through interactions of further risk factors across time. Once coercive patterns are established at home, subsequent antisocial behaviors and
coercive interactions generalize to other settings. Aversive interactions with teachers and peers lead to early school failure and peer rejection. This, in turn, leads to association with deviant peers, which is specified as a key causal factor that preludes delinquency and other serious outcomes in adolescence and adulthood (Patterson, Forgatch, Yoerger, & Stoolmiller, 1998). A strength of coercion theory is the empirical support of the proposed mechanisms that comes from numerous observational studies in natural settings, longitudinal studies, and experimental studies of parenting interventions (Granic & Patterson, 2006; Patterson, 2005).

Another influential theoretical framework has been developed by Moffit (1993) based on the identification of life-course persistent versus adolescent limited antisocial behavior patterns. There are similarities with coercion theory, but there is a greater emphasis on person-environment interactions, especially along the life-course persistent pathway. First, the model includes elaborations on genetic effects that are expressed as cognitive and emotional difficulties. Moffit particularly points to the evocative effect these early child characteristics have on responses from others (e.g., parents). Second, further genetically driven processes are proposed in the maintenance of antisocial behavior, when individuals with genetic vulnerability selects or creates environments that reinforces antisocial behaviors. Due to these two person-environment interactive processes, life-course persistent persons miss out on opportunities to acquire and practice prosocial alternatives at each developmental stage.

Domain specific developmental processes

In the following sections, a review of domain specific processes in the development of EBP will be presented. Considering the vast literature on developmental psychology, the selection of topics and references will be guided by the theoretical framework, aim, and scope of this thesis. Developmental processes related to parents and teachers are therefore of primary interest. Nevertheless, as stated in the previous section, to fully understand the mechanisms in the development of EBP, isolated processes and factors need to be placed in context. Therefore, the following sections will also include accounts of the developmental impact of child characteristics, peers, and neighborhoods.

The impact of child characteristics

When does the development of EBP start? A blunt answer is; at conception. The genetic makeup of the child will influence early cognitive and emotional functioning, which in turn interacts with environmental factors in the
development of EBP. The following sections will review the role of genes and their expression in cognitive and emotional functioning related to EBP.

**Genetic influence**

In behavioral genetic studies, samples of twins and adoptees are used to estimate the portion of variation in a certain trait or behavior that can be explained by genes. Recent reviews have synthesized a large body of studies and shed light on factors responsible for the variation in reported estimates (Moffit, 2005b; Rhee & Waldman, 2002). These reviews employed the term *antisocial behavior*, which in their definition included a range of measures at different levels (e.g., parent and teacher ratings of behaviors in young children and criminal records in adolescents). The general conclusion was that genes account for about 50% of the variation in antisocial behavior in the population. Shared environment (e.g., family and parenting that is common to both twins or siblings) account for about 20%, and non-shared environment (i.e., unique environmental factors that affect only one of the twins or siblings) explain the remaining part of the variation.

The issue of heritability is however more complicated than just stating a percentage. A range of moderating and interactive processes related to genetic and environmental influence has been identified. First, the portions of genetic and environmental influence on antisocial behavior vary with age. Several findings converge to the conclusion that the genetic influence is stronger for early emerging and persistent antisocial behavior, compared to antisocial behavior that is limited to adolescence (Moffit, 2005b). Through adolescence, individuals are to a greater extent exposed to environmental factors (e.g., peers) that may influence antisocial behavior independent of genetic vulnerability. Second, the use of different measures of EBP is linked to variation in heritability estimates. In general, the use of wider concepts result in higher estimates of heritability compared to estimates for specific behavioral outcomes (Krueger et al., 2002). For example is the genetic influence on aggressive behavior (around 60%) and hyperactivity (around 75%) stronger than on delinquent acts (30-40%; Faraone, 2005; Moffit, 2005b). Wide concepts may reflect constellations of stable individual traits with strong genetic influence, while specific behaviors to a greater extent are influenced by environmental factors. Third, the more pervasive the antisocial behavior is across settings, the stronger the genetic influence (Arseneault et al., 2003; Scourfield, Van den Bree, Martin, & McGuffin, 2004). Finally and importantly, the estimates of genetic influence include both pure genetic effects and interactions between genetic and shared environmental factors. Thus, the general finding that the shared environment accounts for 20% of the variation in antisocial behavior represent only direct effects – not conditional on genetic vulnerability (Moffit, 2005b). In other words, the genetic account for variation in antisocial behavior is partly dependent upon shared environmental factors.
Studies have demonstrated that genes in general as well as specific genes interact with the environment (Moffit, 2005b). A famous example of the latter mechanism is the study by Caspi et al. (2002) in which a large sample of 3 year olds was assessed regularly for more than 20 years. The sample was divided in two groups depending on a specific gene (MAOA-low activity and MAOA-high activity). As it turned out, in the MAOA-low activity subgroup, the risk of developing CD was around three times ($OR = 2.8$) higher if the children also had experience of maltreatment in childhood. The risk of having been convicted for a violent crime was around ten times higher ($OR = 9.8$). In contrast, in the MAOA-high activity group, the experience of maltreatment did not result in any significant increase in risk for antisocial outcome. The interactive effect between the MAOA genotype and environmental factors has been replicated in a study by Foley et al. (2004), who found that the risk of developing CD as a result of poor parenting was more than doubled among children with MAOA-low activity genotype compared to the MAOA-high activity group. In sum, studies of genetic influence point to strong influence of genes in the development of EBP, but a growing number of studies have shown that this influence interacts with the environment of the child.

**Genetic expressions: basic cognitive and emotional processes**

The role of specific genes represents the most basic level in the study of child characteristics and development of EBP. However, the influence of child characteristics can also refer to the mediating role of basic cognitive and emotional processes, which for a large part can be viewed as expressions of the genetic makeup of a child (Blair, Pescharldt, Budhani, Mitchell, & Pine, 2006; Krueger et al., 2002; Vaughn, Bost, & van IJzendoorn, 2008). A cognitive construct that has been particularly well studied in relation to EBP is executive functions (EF), defined as neurocognitive processes that maintain an appropriate problem-solving such as response inhibition, vigilance, working memory, and planning (Willcutt, Doyle, Nigg, Farahone, & Pennington, 2005). Response inhibition, defined as the ability to inhibit and override preponent responses, is an EF function that has been closely linked to EBP (Barkley, 1997; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000; Willicutt et al., 2005; Young et al., 2009). In the context of EBP, deficits in response inhibition could result in inability to withhold impulsive, aggressive or antisocial responses (Raine, 2008). Competing casual models that involve motivational processes (e.g., inability to resist instant gratification) rather than cognitive inabilities have been proposed (e.g., Sonuga-Barke, 2005) and recently many researchers promote the idea of multiple neuropsychological routes to EBP (Pennington, 2005). It is well established that individuals with ADHD have deficits in EF (Willicutt et al., 2005), but deficits are also found in individuals with other disorders in the externalizing spectrum as well as adolescent and adult antisocial behavior (Oosterlaan, Logan, & Sergeant,
Some authors have proposed that such findings could be explained by comorbid ADHD (e.g., Oosterlaan, Scheres, & Sergeant, 2005; Pennington & Ozonoff, 1996). However, other authors have reported contradictory results and concluded that EF deficits are uniquely associated with both ADHD and other externalizing disorders and behaviors (e.g., Raaijmakers et al., 2008; Raine et al., 2005; Séguin et al., 2004).

It is well known that early emotional traits characterized by high negative affect and lack of control predicts later EBP (Caspi, Henry, McGee, Moffit, & Silva, 1995). A specific type of emotional and cognitive deficit, callous-unemotional traits, has received growing attention in recent years with respect to its role in the development of EBP. Children with antisocial behavior and callous-unemotional traits show a specific neurocognitive profile suggestive of amygdala/orbitofrontal dysfunction, as manifested by insensitivity to punishment and distress cues (Blair et al., 2006; Dadds et al., 2006). This profile differs from that of antisocial children without callous-unemotional traits, who do not show comparable punishment insensitivity, and, if anything, can be hypersensitive to anger and punishment (i.e., is characterized by high negative affect/anger; Blair et al., 2006). It has also been shown that antisocial behaviors in children are more influenced by genes if they also have callous-unemotional traits (71-81%) compared to antisocial behavior in children without such traits (30-36%; Viding et al., 2005; Viding et al., 2008).

The relevance of child characteristics to intervention research

Although the study of child characteristics is of great importance in understanding the development of EBP, the relevance to intervention research is less obvious. As Hinshaw (2002) pointed out, behavioral interventions are dependent upon developmental factors that are both malleable and causal, which usually not is the case for child characteristics. Genetic makeup is for example better described as a fixed marker. However, estimates of heritability include genetic main effects as well as interaction effects between genes and environmental factors (Rutter & Silberg, 2002). Both specific genes and specific environmental risk can conceivably have moderate-to-large effects when interactions are taken into account (e.g., Caspi et al., 2002). Thus, studies of interaction effects can be helpful to behavioral (and biological) intervention research in identifying risk groups with a certain genetic vulnerability and in targeting triggering environmental risk factors. Another useful application of genetic studies is, somewhat counter intuitively, to identify and achieve more precise estimates of environmental risk factors. If studies of environmental risk do not take genetic influence into account, effects that actually are of genetic origin may be falsely attributed to the environment (Moffit, 2005b). Consider the case of poor parenting for example. The proposed environmental risk of
experiencing poor parenting could also be explained by pure genetic influence. If the same genes influence inadequate parenting behavior and child antisocial behavior, then the finding of a relationship between the proposed environmental factor (parenting) and the outcome (child antisocial behavior) may in fact be purely due to shared genetic influence. Thus, including genetic factors in the study of environmental risk is crucial to gain more knowledge of causal and maintaining functions in child development. Unfortunately, only a minority of studies of environmental risk factors have controlled for genetic influence (Serbin & Karp, 2003). A few exceptions do however exist. Independent of genetic influence, it has been shown that the development of EBP in children is related to parental warmth and negativity (Caspi et al., 2004), to deprived neighborhoods (Caspi, Taylor, Moffitt, & Plomin, 2000), to domestic violence (Jaffee, Moffitt, Caspi, Taylor, & Arseneault, 2002), to family adaptability (Meyer et al., 2000), to parent-child conflict (Burt, Krueger, McGue, & Iacono, 2003), and to physical maltreatment (Jaffee, Caspi, Moffitt, & Taylor, 2004). Although genetically informed studies rule out confounding of environmental and genetic effects, natural or randomized experiments are still the best research designs in pursuit of causality. Such studies do not need to include measures of genetic influence to be valid, which will be exemplified in later sections.

The identification of mediating psychological processes is of relatively limited use in behavioral intervention research. A possible application is to directly target specific psychological deficits in interventions. A common proposition in reviews is however that this is possible “in theory” or “in the future” (e.g., Loeber, Burke, & Pardini, 2009; Raine et al., 2005). One exception is computer-guided training of working-memory, that has been evaluated in several studies. However, a recent review concluded that the empirical evidence for such interventions to date is insufficient (SBU, 2009). Another possible implication for behavioral interventions is to use findings from studies in neuropsychology and emotional traits to identify diagnostic subtypes with specific etiology and prognosis, which can lead to better matching and tailoring of interventions (e.g., Hinshaw, 2002). An example is children with callous-unemotional traits, as discussed in the previous section. Thus far however, the empirical evidence with regard to basic cognitive and emotional deficits still is too insufficient to be regarded for inclusion in the coming DSM-V (Moffitt et al., 2008; Nigg et al., 2005; Stefanatos & Baron, 2007).

The impact of family and parenting
In coercion theory and other models of the development of EBP, family, and parenting in particular, plays a key role. Parenting practices has not only been shown to be strongly related to child outcomes, but to be a proximal causal factor that is operating from the very beginning of antisocial
pathways. Also, many aspects of family and parenting are malleable with opportunities for change through interventions.

**Family adversity**

There is a robust association between EBP in children and family adversity, including conditions such as large family size, poverty, unemployment, minority status, low parental education, marital discord, and parental stress (Farrington & Loeber, 1998). In recent years, a growing number of genetically informed longitudinal studies have emerged, in which the specific role of family adversity in the development of EBP has been illuminated. For example, Jaffee et al. (2002) showed that exposure to domestic violence over the first five years of a child’s life specifically explained 13.5% of the development of co-occurring externalizing and internalizing problems, after controlling for latent genetic and environmental factors. Meyer et al. (2000) also used a twin study to establish the specific influence of marital discord and family adaptability (i.e., family cohesion and ability to handle hardships). Both variables were significantly associated with adolescent conduct problems, but after controlling for latent genetic and environmental factors only family adaptability remained significant specifically accounting for 4% of adolescent conduct problems.

Results from several studies have shown that the associations between family adversity and EBP are mediated at least in part via more proximal parenting deficits. For example, in a five year longitudinal study of two cohorts of children, structural equational modeling showed no or weak direct links between family adversity (socioeconomic status, employment, income, and household density) and antisocial behavior (Knutson, DeGarmo, & Reid, 2004). However, there were significant relations from family adversity via parenting variables (neglect and punitive discipline) and child antisocial behavior, even after controlling for prior levels of child behavior. Riggins-Caspers, Cadoret, Knutson, and Langbehn (2003) used a creative analysis to demonstrate that adoptees’ genetic liability for antisocial behavior provoked more harsh discipline from the adoptive parents in homes where the adoptive parents suffered from social disadvantage. Conger et al. (2002) replicated those results and presented a path-model showing that economic pressure was related to the emotional distress of caregivers, which in turn was associated with problems in the caregiver relationship. These problems were in turn related to disrupted parenting practices, which predicted higher externalizing problems in the children. This model represented the best fit of the data, although direct relations between some of the variables also emerged in testing alternative models.

In contrast, studies of more severe forms of - and later emerging - EBP, have demonstrated direct effects of family adversity. In a large 6-year longitudinal study using a person-centered approach to model trajectories of physical aggression, membership in the high and stable aggressive group
was independently predicted by family income, parent education level and parenting practices (Côté, Vaillancourt, LeBlanc, Nagin, & Trembley, 2006). Similar results were found in another study examining variables distinguishing low- from high aggressive trajectories in children (NICHD, 2004), in which both parent practices and maternal depression were significant predictors. Ackerman, Brown, and Izard (2003) found that family adversity was the only significant predictor of change in EBP in school children between first and third grade, controlling for initial levels of EBP, harsh parenting and verbal ability. Finally, Farrington, Tofti, and Coid (2009) reported that poor housing predicted late-onset offending (after 21 years of age). It emerged as the strongest predictor in a logistic regression with a large number of predictor variables, including parenting variables, of which none turned out significant.

In conclusion, several studies show that family adversity operates through parenting practices, at least in early development of EBP. However, family factors may have stronger direct impact on later emergence and change in EBP, as well as more severe forms of EBP (i.e., high and stable aggressive developmental trajectory).

Negative parenting practices

The key role of negative parenting strategies has repeatedly been pointed out in the literature on the development of EBP. Coercion theory specifies three such strategies; negative reciprocity, escalation, and negative reinforcement (Forgatch & DeGarmo, 2002). A typical coercive communication pattern begins with a minor misbehavior from the child, to which the parent responds in an aversive manner (negative reciprocity). This is followed by increased child misbehavior as well as negative responses from the parent (escalation). Finally, the child’s misbehavior is negatively reinforced when the parent gives in to escalating coercive actions. The reinforcing mechanism in coercion theory has received most empirical support. For example, Snyder and Patterson (1995) showed that the relative rate of negative reinforcement for coercive behavior correlated .83 with the relative rate of coercive behavior observed in the home a week later. Prospectively, it has also been shown that the relative rate of negative reinforcement for deviant behavior observed in the home predicts later police arrests and out of home placements (Schrepferman & Snyder, 2002; Snyder, Schrepferman, & St. Peter, 1997). In the former study, it was the negative reinforcement rate that specifically predicted the outcome, while other coercive strategies did not. Burke, Pardini, and Loeber (2008) reported a similar result in a prospective longitudinal study. The only parenting variable that predicted EBP was the lack of discipline (i.e., negative reinforcement), whereas harsh punishment and poor communication were non-significant predictors. Thus, even if negative and harsh responses sets the stage and escalates parent-child
conflicts according to coercion theory, the determining developmental factor may be parental tendency to give in during escalation of conflicts.

Some of the strongest empirical support for the impact of parenting practices on child EBP is found in experimental studies. The causal role of parenting practices in general is supported by numerous intervention studies of parent training (Eyberg et al., 2008). Furthermore, in several experimental studies, improved parenting practices have been shown to mediate intervention effects on child behaviors (e.g., DeGarmo, Patterson & Forgatch, 2004; Tein, Sandler, MacKinnon & Wolchik, 2004). Some studies have also investigated the unique effects of negative and positive parent strategies. With one exception (Martinez & Forgatch, 2001), negative parenting has been found to be the stronger mediator of change in EBP (Beauchaine, Webster-Stratton, & Reid, 2005; Eddy & Chamberlain, 2000; Fossum, Mørch, Handegård, Drugli, & Larsson, 2009; Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). Further support for the relatively greater importance of negative parenting comes from longitudinal and correlational studies that have explored the predictive value and mediating role of parenting practices (Burke et al., 2008; Caspi et al., 2004; Van Leeuwen, Mervielde, Braet, and Bosmans, 2004; Pettit, Bates, & Dodge, 1997; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1998).

An important issue to address with regard to negative parenting practices is the bi-directional relationship with child EBP. According to coercion theory, not only is the child negatively reinforced when the parents give in to demands or aggression. In the same manner, harsh parenting behaviors are also negatively reinforced when the child occasionally complies. There is ample empirical support for the bi-directional process. In a recent twin-study it was shown that the process starts with genetically influenced child-driven evocative effects (e.g., difficult temperament), which then is reinforced through environmentally mediated negative parenting practices (Larsson, Viding, Rijsdijk, & Plomin, 2008). In a longitudinal study it was found that child conduct problems at kindergarten entry reliably predicted subsequent use of ineffective discipline tactics, which mediated growth in child conduct problems at home during kindergarten and first grade (Snyder, Cramer, Afrank, & Patterson, 2005). Similar results have been reported in other studies, in which harsh and coercive parenting practices have been shown to mediate and moderate the relation between early child behaviors and later levels of EBP (Bates, Pettit, Dodge, & Ridge, 1998; Dodge, 2002; Patterson, DeGarmo, and Knutson, 2000; Miner & Clarke-Stewart, 2008; Stoolmiller, 2001). Thus, even if the bi-directional relationship starts with difficult child behaviors, negative parenting practices serve as a key causal and maintaining factor in the further development of EBP.

Studies have shown that negative parenting practices may have differential impact dependent upon child characteristics. For example, in a person-centered longitudinal study a differential effect of negative parenting
control was found dependent upon the personality type of the child (Leeuwen et al., 2004). Negative parental control was related to EBP in children with undercontrolled personality type, whereas it was related to internalizing problems in overcontrolled children. Another documented moderating effect of childhood characteristics has been suggested in studies of callous-unemotional traits. In comparisons of antisocial children with and without such traits, it has been shown that the behaviors of the former group to a larger extent are genetically influenced (e.g., Viding et al., 2008). This suggests that those children are less influenced by environmental factors, such as negative parenting practices, which has found support in neurobiological and neuropsychological studies (e.g., Blair et al., 2006).

Positive parenting practices

A group of researchers have argued that positive parenting practices may have a greater impact on EBP in toddlers than in pre-school children, because of the importance to early establish a context in which children can develop positive behaviors and skills at the expense of EBP. In several randomized intervention trials it was consistently demonstrated that an increase of positive parenting practices predicted or mediated effects on child EBP (Dishion et al., 2008; Gardner et al., 2007; Gardner, Burton, & Klimes, 2006; Lunkenheimer et al., 2008). A weakness, however, is that only one of these studies controlled for the simultaneous effects of negative parenting practices (Gardner et al., 2007). As stated in the previous section, the support for the relative impact of positive parenting practices is weaker than that of negative parenting. Why do most behavioral parent training programs still promote positive parenting practices? It makes common sense that the rate of positive interactions in a relationship would influence the rate of conflicts, but what is the theoretical and empirical support for this proposition? Positive parenting practices occur in context in which externalizing child behaviors are absent. The relation between these variables may be separated in time and context. Therefore, the relationship between positive parenting and EBP may be harder to detect in multivariate analyses that assumes linear relationships between variables. In the work by Patterson and colleagues, the value of analyzing the function of specific behaviors in moment-to-moment interactions has always been stressed (Patterson, 2005). Such methods can demonstrate strong impact of behaviors that are not detected in multivariate analyses.

Furthermore, traditional behavioral formulations maintain that behavior is controlled strictly by a set of immediate environmental contingencies, and that altering any behavior requires simply altering those contingencies. Strand (2000) argues that modern behaviorism is not restricted to a narrow focus on behavior and it’s contingencies. Rather, modern behavioral conceptualizations focus on the context within which particular reinforcement exchanges occur. In keeping with this, positive parenting
practices may alter the context in which traditional learning mechanisms operate, rather than having a direct impact on child behaviors. Specifically, matching theory and behavioral momentum are pointed out as a theoretical framework that can help to explain the effects of positive parenting on EBP (Strand, 2000). In matching theory, not only the specific reinforcing contingencies are proposed to be operating, but the density, or relative rate of reinforcement for different kind of behaviors also have an impact. For example, if a child often gets the opportunity to engage in - and be reinforced for - positive behaviors (e.g., through joint play), in relation to opportunities and reinforcement for externalizing behaviors, the frequency of the latter will decrease. Empirical work has shown that children with EBP suffer from a lack of opportunities and reinforcement for positive behaviors (Gardner, 1987; Patterson, 1982; Wahler, Castellani, Smith, & Keathley, 1996). In other words, their parents seldom engage in joint play or conversation and often respond inconsistently to positive or neutral child behavior. On the other hand, as stated in coercion theory, the rate and consistency of negative reinforcement is often high for children with EBP (e.g., Snyder & Patterson, 1995). Therefore, not only the actual reinforcement of EBP, but also the rate of reinforcement for such behaviors relative neutral or positive behaviors operates. Thus, matching theory offers an argument for including parenting strategies in interventions that increases opportunities for positive child responses. In support of this theoretical position, several studies have linked positive parenting practices to social competence and positive peer relations (Denham, Renwick, & Holt, 1991; Harrist, Pettit, Dodge, & Bates, 1994; Kennedy, 1992; Kuczynski & Kochanska, 1995; Laible, 2004; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1998), as well as academic performance (Dopkins Stright & Neitzel, 2003; Pettit at al., 1997; Pratt, Green, MacVicar, & Bountrogianni, 1992). Further support for a contextual view on the function of positive parenting is found in recent developments of the coercion theory. Patterson and colleagues have demonstrated that parents to children with EBP tend to have more rigid response patterns (Granic & Patterson, 2006; Granic, O’Hara, Pepler, & Lewis, 2007). They are less skilled in shifting strategy to the demands of the present context, which often result in repeated negative interactions. Analyses of data based on moment-to-moment observations suggest that the best way to break those vicious cycles is to increase the level of positive interactions (e.g., “repairing” after conflict), rather than to attempt to directly decrease the frequency or strength of negative interactions (Granic et al., 2007).

The other part of the framework proposed by Strand (2000), behavioral momentum, refers to the persistence of behaviors under shifting circumstances. Behavioral momentum depends on the overall rate of reinforcement in a certain context. That is, if a certain behavior is richly reinforced in one context, the probability for persistence of the behavior is
increased when the context is altered. For example, if a child is frequently reinforced in the context of high-probability requests (e.g., put your shoes on the shelf), the likelihood for the same (or similar) behaviors is higher in the context of low-probability requests (e.g., clean your room). Parpal and Maccoby (1985) tested the effect of brief parent training (20 minutes) in the principles of sensitive and responsive play in an experimental study. After the training, parents were instructed to play for 15 minutes, after which they were to clean up the toys together with the child. During clean-up, the number of conflicts were halved in the experimental group. In another study, the amount of time spent in spontaneous joint play predicted lower levels of conduct problems one year later (Gardner, Ward, Burton, & Wilson, 2003). Interestingly, other forms of joint activities did not result in less conduct problems, while the amount of time spent alone predicted worsening child behaviors. From a theoretical perspective, the effects in these studies can be accounted for by behavioral momentum. Joint activities that are characterized by high levels of reinforcement for positive and neutral child behaviors will increase the probability for such behaviors to occur in other contexts. Thus, behavioral momentum is an argument for including joint activities and frequent positive reinforcement as strategies in parenting interventions. Another account of these effects comes from attachment theory, in which sensitive and responsive parenting is said to foster secure attachment between parents and children, which in turn is proposed to lower the risk for subsequent behavior problems (Maccoby, 1992). There are similarities between attachment theory and the framework laid out by Strand (2000) in the focus on promoting responsive parenting. Several behavioral parenting programs have also been inspired by attachment theory and included responsive and child-directed playtime as part of the parent training (Webster-Stratton & Reid, 2003; Eyberg, 2003).

In conclusion, the effects of positive parenting practices may be difficult to detect in traditional multivariate analyses. Instead, detailed analyses of the function of parent and child behaviors can be necessary. Even if such approaches have provided support for the importance of positive parenting, the stronger support for the direct impact of negative parenting is non-arguable. Therefore, positive parenting practices may be best viewed as a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite to change negative parenting, which in turn is necessary to have an impact on child EBP.

The impact of school and teachers

Children with already emerging EBP enter the school system unprepared for the experience of schooling and often bring externalizing behavior patterns with them (Loeber & Farrington, 1998). In coercion theory, overlearned coercive cycles between parents and children are expected to increases the risk for similar patterns to emerge in the school-setting, with increased risk
for academic failure and peer rejection (Patterson et al., 1992). This, in turn, will increase the risk for association with deviant peers, which is pointed out as a key process in the acceleration of EBP (Farrington, 2005; Moffitt, 1993; Patterson et al., 1992; Rutter & Maughan, 2002).

The effect of schools in the development of EBP has been investigated both at the student level (e.g., academic failure and truancy), at the classroom level (e.g., teacher-student interactions), and at the school level (e.g., impact of school organization). With respect to the latter level, most research has concerned the impact on academic achievement, while less is known about the impact on EBP (Rutter & Maughan, 2002). In a study that investigated systematic school-based variations in measures related to psychological well-being, peer relations and EBP, most of the variation was attributable to student-level factors (Van den Oord & Rispens, 1999). Systematic school effects were also found, but they predominantly reflected variations between classrooms. Other studies have also demonstrated the effect of classroom variation, in which the density of students with behavior problems has been shown to impact individual levels of EBP (Kellam, Ialongo, & Mayer, 1994; Werthamer-Larsson, Kellam, & Wheeler, 1991). With regard to these findings, and to the scope of this thesis, the following sections will focus on developmental school factors at the student- and classroom levels.

**Student-level risk and protective factors**

There is a host of research that has demonstrated that academic underachievement and poor attachment to school are factors related to the development of EBP (e.g., Farrington, 2005; Maddox & Prinz, 2003). For example, reviews of multiple longitudinal studies have demonstrated a robust association between students’ reading achievement and EBP (Dionne, 2005; Mandel, 1997; Hinshaw, 1992). However, these studies have not been able to answer if academic achievement was a cause or consequence of EBP. This issue was addressed in a genetically informed twin study, in which the interrelations between reading achievement and antisocial behavior were investigated (Trzesniewski et al., 2006). The results showed that antisocial behavior at age 7 was explained by prior antisocial behavior and IQ, but also by a bi-directional relation to reading achievement. The conclusion was that reading achievement and antisocial behaviors reciprocally influenced each other over time. Furthermore, the study showed that the reason antisocial behavior was related to reading achievement was because of environmental factors they had in common. In contrast, shared genetic factors explained the relationship between reading achievement and ADHD.

Early school failure has also been related to maladjustment in adolescence and adulthood. In a person-centered longitudinal study, logistic regression analyses revealed that the only adolescent predictors that remained significant among a set of 20 risk factors, were two individual school-related
factors (Farrington et al., 2009). School drop-out and hyperactivity in class significantly increased the risk of belonging to the late-onset and persistent criminal trajectories. Similar results were reported in another study, in which truancy and poor school motivation independently predicted later violent crimes in a logistic regression with a host of other risk factors (Loeber et al., 2005).

In conclusion, poor achievement and school failure are risk factors for further maladjustment and EBP. Furthermore, student achievement is reciprocally related to EBP. Thus, when analyzing the impact of school related factors on EBP, it is also important to consider their effect on academic achievement and school attendance.

**Interactions between teachers and students**

Compared to extensive literature on coercive interactions in families, there are relatively few studies that have investigated the interactions between teachers and students. However, the existing studies generally confirm that children from families with coercive behavior patterns experience similar interaction with their teachers. For example, in a study by Nelson and Roberts (2000), it was demonstrated that students with EBP suffered an elevated risk of being involved in prolonged coercive interactions with their teachers. The teachers were also more likely to respond negatively to disruptions from EBP-students than from comparison students. Van Acker, Henry, and Grant (1996) conducted moment-to-moment observations of the interactions between aggressive students and their teachers. Praise from teachers was delivered at random, non-contingent upon any specific student behaviors. However, there were strong contingent relations between externalizing student behaviors and teacher reprimands. For students with high levels of aggressive behaviors, the likelihood that externalizing behaviors would be followed by a reprimand was twice as high as for students with medium levels of aggressive behaviors.

A host of single-subject experiments have demonstrated that specific teacher behaviors actually cause changes in student behaviors. For example, in a meta-analytic review of effects student disruptive behaviors, the aggregated effect size from several single-subject and time-series studies was $d = 0.77$, for interventions promoting more teacher praise and less reprimands (Stage & Quiroz, 1997). Likewise, in a recent review (Simonsen et al., 2008), it was concluded that contingent praise and ignoring of misbehaviors were evidence based teacher strategies resulting in beneficial student outcomes. The evidence from these reviews strongly supports that teacher praise and reprimands have at least a short-term causal impact on student EBP.

As reviewed earlier, experimental group studies of parenting interventions have demonstrated the relative impact of positive and negative parenting. Unfortunately, no such studies have been published with regard to teaching
practices. There are however non-experimental correlational and longitudinal studies that have explored the relationship between teacher and student behaviors. The reported relations between teaching practices and student behaviors have been similar to the findings pertaining parenting practices, as reviewed earlier. Positive teaching practices (e.g., praise) have been found to correlate with prosocial child behaviors, while negative teaching practices (e.g., harsh reprimands) have been related to student EBP (Beaman & Wheldall, 2000; Dobbs & Arnold, 2009). It has also been demonstrated that the development of student EBP is more influenced by teacher-student conflict than teacher-student conflict. For example, Ladd and Burgess (2001) showed that the rate of teacher-student conflict significantly contributed to less cooperation, less school liking, more attention problems, more conduct problems, and worse academic achievement. The effects were significant even after controlling for initial school adjustment and aggression. Furthermore, the effects were stronger if the teacher-student conflict was stable through the three assessment points and more expressed for chronically aggressive children. Thus, the study supports the proposition in coercion theory that teacher-student conflict not only is a consequence of maladjusted student behaviors, but also seems to further reinforce such behaviors. Other studies have also reported relatively stronger effects for teacher-student conflict compared to closeness (Hamre & Pianta, 2001; Silver, Measelle, Armstrong, & Essex, 2005).

As for positive parenting, the effects of positive teaching may have indirect effects on student EBP, via promotion of alternative behaviors and altering of context. In the study by Ladd and Burgess (2001), teacher-student closeness had no direct effects on student EBP, but made independent contributions to more cooperation and school liking. Likewise, an indirect of teacher-student closeness was suggested in Silver et al. (2005). The interaction between teacher-student closeness and student EBP in kindergarten significantly predicted the growth of EBP in grade 1-3, as rated by a new set of teachers. Students with the highest levels of EBP showed less increase in EBP if they had a close relationship with their kindergarten teacher. Hence, for this high-risk group, the teacher-student closeness may be an important protective factor.

A limitation in the studies using constructs like teacher-student conflict and closeness is that specific teaching strategies are obscured. How should a teacher behave in order to achieve closeness and avoid conflict? Burnett (2002) addressed this issue in a large study using structured interviews with elementary school students. The frequency of negative feedback from the teacher and three different kinds of praise (general praise, ability feedback, and effort feedback) was assessed. These teacher behaviors were entered in a structural equational modeling analysis together with the students’ perception of the teacher-student relationship. It turned out that general praise and ability feedback had no significant link to the teacher-student
relationship. In contrast, significant paths were found for effort feedback (0.80) and negative feedback (-0.22). Thus, the study points to fact that both teacher praise and reprimands may impact the teacher student relationship, which in turn has been shown to have long-term impact on the development of EBP. The study also suggests that all praise is not equal. Similar findings were reported in Mueller & Dweck (1998), in which effort-based praise resulted in higher motivation for learning and better persistence and achievement after failure, compared to general praise. Interestingly, the students who received ability based praise fared even worse. The results in these studies are in concert with the common advice in behavioral interventions to use behavior specific praise, as opposed to general praise. In behavior specific praise, as well as in effort feedback, the child is told specifically what he or she has done, while general praise or ability feedback obscures that matter.

The impact of peers and neighborhood

Peer rejection and deviant peers

In coercion theory, early peer rejection and later association with deviant peers are defined as key steps on the antisocial pathway (Patterson et al., 1992). This model has found empirical support in several studies that have demonstrated both independent and indirect developmental effects from problematic peer relations (Adams & Evans, 1996; DeGarmo & Forgatch, 2005; Ladd, Birch, & Buhs, 1999; Laird, Criss, Pettit, Dodge, & Bates, 2008). In a particularly illustrative person-oriented longitudinal study the impact of early peer rejection as well as subsequent association with deviant peers was demonstrated (Petras et al., 2004). The experience of peer rejection in first grade significantly increased the risk for membership in an aggressive subgroup, when controlling for the effects of earlier aggressive behavior. Furthermore, association with deviant peers in middle school increased the risk of antisocial outcomes in young adulthood, over and above the effects of early aggression and peer rejection. There is also support for the theoretical proposition that deviant peer association in adolescence serves as a key risk factor. For example, in a 13-year longitudinal study, 32 variables from different domains were analyzed as predictors of adult antisocial behavior (Loeber, Pardini, Stouthamer-Loeber, & Raine, 2007). In the final logistic regression, association with delinquent peers in early adolescence was by far the best predictor. Furthermore did peer delinquency qualify as one of three significant predictors distinguishing adolescent that persisted with antisocial behavior through adolescence from those who desisted in late adolescence. Conversely, positive peer relations have been shown to moderate the risk of other factors, such as family adversity and

The literature on interventions for children with peer problems is sparse. For one thing, peer relations are often dependent upon processes that are out of reach for adults and therefore difficult to target in interventions. However, there are several studies that have investigated the indirect impact of parents and teachers on children’s peer relations (DeGarmo & Forgatch, 2005). It has for example been shown that sensitive monitoring by parents has a protective function with respect to associations with deviant peers (Laird et al., 2008). In the school setting, it has been demonstrated that both the level of teacher support and conflict with students, impact the way other students view them as peers (Hughes, Cavell, & Willson, 2001).

The relationships between neighborhood, family and peers

Social adversity in the neighborhood has been linked to development of EBP (Farrington & Loeber, 1998). There is empirical support both for independent effects of neighborhood factors, as well as indirect effects via family and peer processes (Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2000). During childhood, family factors have been shown to be more important than the neighborhood. For example, a nationwide study of 2-year-olds twins demonstrated that children in deprived neighborhoods were at increased risk for emotional and behavioral problems over and above any genetic liability (Caspi et al., 2000). Neighborhood deprivation explained 5% of the variation in behavior problems, controlling for latent genetic and environmental influence. Still, family factors (shared environment) explained a larger part of the variation (20%). Ingoldsby et al. (2000) found similar results in a longitudinal study of children, in which family communication (parent-child conflict) by far was a stronger factor than neighborhood adversity in predicting membership in the high and stable EBP pathway. In contrast, during adolescence empirical findings suggest a growing impact of the neighborhood. In longitudinal studies, neighborhood factors during adolescence have been found to be strong predictors for later antisocial outcomes, independent of family adversity (McCabe, Lucchini, Hough, Yeh, & Hazen, 2005; Petras et al., 2004). The findings in these studies are consistent with coercion theory and the late starter model (Patterson et al., 1992) in showing that neighborhood environments during adolescence that are characterized by crime and exposure to deviant peers may be powerful negative learning environments predicting increase of EBP in adolescence.

There are several methodological difficulties in determining the way neighborhood operates on the development of EBP, such as lack of control for possible confounding variables and correct modeling of indirect effects (Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2000). Involvement with deviant peers is an important confounding variable that has to be taken into account in studies of neighborhood adversity. In the study referred to above by Loeber et al.
(2007), none of the neighborhood or community factors survived in the final analyses, in contrast to the peer factors. Ingoldsby et al. (2006) reported similar findings. Another important factor to take into account in studies of neighborhood adversity, is the moderating effects of child characteristics. Trentacosta, Hyde, Shaw, and Cheong (2009) showed that dangerous neighborhoods had a significantly impact on later antisocial outcomes for sensation seeking adolescents. This relation disappeared for children who were low in sensation seeking. Similar results have been reported for temperamental traits such as impulsivity (Lynam et al., 2000), callousness (Meier, Slutske, Arndt, & Cadoret, 2008), and combinations of either high positive affect plus low fear or low positive affect and high fear (Colder, Lengua, Fite, Mott, & Bush, 2006).

Summary of the developmental process

This section will summarize key points and clarify the relevance of the reviewed literature for the empirical studies of the thesis. First, in the section on child characteristics, recent research on genetic influence was reviewed. Of special interest to behavioral intervention research are the findings from genetically informed studies that have managed to isolate “true” environmental effects. These studies support that for example parenting variables have an independent role in the development of EBP, which in turn justifies such variables to be targeted in interventions. Also, the findings that genetic influence interacts with environmental factors (e.g., Caspi et al., 2002) lends further support for targeting parenting and teaching even when treating conditions that to a large extent are explained by genetic influence. Nevertheless, the usefulness of research related to genetic influence, as well as basic cognitive and emotional processes, is limited to behavioral intervention research. Behavioral parent and teacher training are examples of interventions in which the behavioral manifestations in the present context, rather than specific underlying psychological phenomena, guide the design of the interventions. Until there is sufficient evidence for treatments directly targeting underlying cognitive and emotional deficits, behaviorally and contextually oriented interventions are reasonable treatments of choice.

Second, in the section on family adversity, the main point in relation to this thesis is the fact that effects are mediated through parenting practices. Therefore, even in families who suffer from adversity, it is reasonable to offer parenting interventions.

Third, the theory and empirical findings that were reviewed in the section on negative parenting practices serve as the main foundation for the interventions in this thesis. The main target is the coercive patterns, in which negative parenting behaviors serve as setting events and subsequent reinforcement for externalizing child behaviors. The findings pertaining bi-directionality are also important as background in intervention practice. It
may help parents to know that children often start coercive interactions, but that parents often supply subsequent triggers and reinforcement. It is also important to understand the mechanism through which lack of parental consistency also is negatively reinforced in the coercive process.

Fourth, the main point in the section on positive parenting behaviors is the contextual theoretical propositions that complement coercion theory. Although positive parenting practices have less direct impact on externalizing behaviors, they serve to establish a context in which higher rates of prosocial child behaviors compete with externalizing behaviors. This is the main argument for including positive parenting components in interventions for EBP.

Fifth, the section on student-level risk and protective factors includes arguments for targeting achievement and school attendance in school-based interventions. Again, targeting positive child behaviors in a certain context will indirectly affect the frequency of externalizing behaviors. Consequently, in study III of the thesis, positive educational and social goals were formulated for the students in the intervention condition.

Sixth, the findings reviewed in the section on teacher and student interactions serve as the main foundation for the teacher training intervention in study III. The body of research is not as large compared to corresponding research on parenting practices. Nevertheless, the findings with regard to teaching generally confirm that the same coercive patterns operate in the home- and school settings. Student EBP is more strongly related to negative than positive teaching practices. However, as with parenting, it is important to consider the context in which teacher-student interactions take place. The lack of contingent teacher reactions to prosocial student behaviors is a rational for shifting the teachers’ focus from reprimanding student misbehaviors to providing attention for the opposite. Another important point is the findings that support the use of behavior specific feedback, which is common practice in behavioral teacher interventions.

Seventh, in the section on peer problems, findings that support the key role of peers in coercion theory are reviewed. Both early rejection and subsequent association with deviant peers are important factors to consider in intervention research. Of special importance to the thesis are findings that pertaining the role of parenting and teaching practices that have impact on peer relations, which point to the possibility of indirectly altering peer relations.

Eighth, the main conclusions in the section on the influence of neighborhood factors is that the effects in childhood are mediated by parent-child relations and that peer deviance is an important confounding variable. Thus, despite the general impact of neighborhood adversity, it is still justified to target parenting and peer relations in interventions.
In conclusion, the review of the development of EBP supports the focus on parenting and teaching in interventions. Even if factors such as child characteristics, peers and neighborhoods play important developmental roles, the malleability, causal, and maintaining status of parenting and teaching processes justifies that these factors are prioritized in interventions for EBP. In the following sections the evidence-base for such interventions will be reviewed.

Behavioral parent and teacher training interventions

Behavioral Parent training interventions

Behavioral parent training (BPT) is one of the most theoretical and empirical well-founded methods for early prevention of EBP (Eyberg et al., 2008; Kazdin, 2005; Nock, 2003). Several standardized BPT programs - for instance, the Incredible Years (IY; Webster-Stratton & Reid, 2003), Parent Management Training Oregon Model (PMTO; Patterson, 1976), Triple-P (Sanders, Markie-Dadds, Tully, & Bor, 2000), and Parent-Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT; Eyberg, 2003) - have been developed over the last few decades. Coercion theory is an important theoretical framework common to the programs, with focus on the negative reinforcing interaction patterns. PCIT and IY also refer to attachment theory, in considering sensitivity and responsivity in parent behaviors.

General content and format of parent training

The parent training programs referred to above, as well as other BPT programs, share common features in terms of content and format. Therefore, it is possible to refer to BPT as a generic type of intervention. The program content is usually covered in 10-20 sessions that last 1-3 hours. Typically, the programs are implemented with individual families, but some programs (e.g., The IY) often use a group format. All programs include role-play and homework as part of the implementation, but there are also differences between programs. The IY program uses a large number of video-vignettes to model parenting skills and offer concurrent child training and teacher training as part of the intervention package. There is also a booster program (“ADVANCE") as an optional extension of the basic parent training in IY. PMTO and Triple-P have used telephone calls between sessions to support the implementation of homework. Triple-P also offers their program at different levels of intensity, ranging from self-administered to an enhanced option with additional therapist support. In PCIT, parents bring their children to sessions and receive live coaching from the therapist in the application of new skills.
Similar sets of parenting skills are included in the programs and usually the training starts with introduction of positive parenting practices (e.g., joint activities and increased use of praise), after which discipline practices are introduced. The guiding principle during the discipline phase is to teach parents to avoid coercive patterns in the interaction with their children. Despite the general similarities, the detailed content differs between programs. In PMTO, five core skills are covered during the training; positive involvement, skills encouragement, problem solving, monitoring, and effective discipline. The IY program starts with child-directed interactive play skills, followed by monitoring, ignoring, effective use of commands, application of logical consequences, problem-solving, and time-out. In Triple-P, 17 child management strategies are specified. Ten of the strategies are designed to promote children’s competence and development (e.g., quality time, praise, attention, engaging activities, setting a good example, and effective commands). Seven strategies are designed to help parents manage misbehavior (e.g., setting rules, planned ignoring, logical consequences, and time-out). The program also includes training in planning activities to increase generalization of intervention effects. The PCIT starts with a child-directed interaction phase, in which parents learn to use positive attention, behavioral descriptions, labeled praise, and planned ignoring. These skills are applied in play situations. In the second phase, the focus lies on parent-directed interactions, in which the parents learn to give clear instructions and use time-out.

**Research evidence**

In reviews and meta-analyses, BPT have consistently been pointed out to be an evidence based practice in treatment of children with EBP, with average effect sizes between $d = 0.42$ and $d = 0.67$ (Dretzke et al., 2009; Eyberg et al., 2008; Lundahl, Risser, & Lovejoy, 2006; Nock, 2003; Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). A recent article reviewed the results from 17 randomized controlled trials of IY, PMTO, PCIT, and Triple-P (Eyberg et al., 2008). Of a total of 80 outcome measures, 55 (69%) were significantly in favor of the intervention group. Furthermore, 92% of the outcome measures yielded an effect size larger than $d = 0.20$. In a progress review, the quality and advances in research pertaining different psychosocial treatments of child conduct problems were analyzed (Nock, 2003). For each type of treatment it was assessed if there was sufficient research regarding impact, component analyses, mechanisms of change, moderators of treatment effects, dose-response relationships, and generalization of treatment effects. Research of BPT showed most progress of all treatment types, which were categorized as BPT, CBT (i.e., individual child training), multimodal treatments, functional family therapy, and psychodynamic therapy.
However, one important missing piece in the research literature is that few intervention studies have investigated the effectiveness of BPT in routine care (Costin & Chambers, 2007; Ogden, Forgatch, Askeland, Patterson, & Bullok, 2005; Van den Hoofdakker, Van der Veen-Mulders, Sytema, Emmelkamp, Minderaa, & Nauta, 2007). The need for such studies is pressing because many implementation efforts of evidence-based programs in routine care are less successful compared to results found in highly controlled efficacy studies (Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005). For example, in a recent effectiveness study of BPT, only small effect sizes were found on externalizing child behavior (Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). The term **effectiveness** refers to studies that are conducted under “real-world” conditions, in which the intervention is implemented without support or resources provided as part of the study. The term **efficacy**, on the other hand, refers to research in which interventions are implemented under optimal conditions (e.g., heavy involvement of researchers and qualified consultants).

Furthermore, only a minor portion of children with conduct problems receives effective help, due to lack of parental awareness of - and accessibility to - evidence-based interventions (Dodge, 2009; Kazdin, 2008; Sanders & Turner 2005). Therefore, different means of intervention delivery have to be investigated to enable large-scale dissemination, which was highlighted in a recent special issue of *Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology* (e.g., La Greca, Silverman, & Lochman, 2009). As in the U.S., families and children in Sweden also lack access to evidence based practices. The child psychiatric care suffers from serious limitations according to a recent nation-wide study investigating almost 500 patient journals (Socialstyrelsen, 2009). For example, in almost half of the journals, no diagnosis was specified. In a majority of the journals, the specified treatment was general support (talk) and parents or family members were only the focus of treatment in 16% of the cases. To summarize, most families in need of help do not have access to BPT (or other evidence based interventions), and if they do, the effectiveness of the intervention is uncertain.

Another way of disseminating BPT at a larger scale, apart from training practitioners in routine care, is to limit the amount of therapist support. There are several studies that have evaluated the Triple-P parenting program in which each participating parent only was provided 100-200 minutes of telephone support (Hahlweg, Heinrichs, Kuschel, & Feldmann, 2008; Markie-Dadds & Sanders, 2006; Morawska & Sanders, 2006; Turner & Sanders, 2006). Limited therapist assistance has been shown to enhance intervention effects and improve acceptability of self-administered interventions (Markie-Dadds & Sanders, 2006; Morawska & Sanders, 2006).
Risk factors associated with non-response

Although BPT is considered to be an evidence-based treatment for children with EBP, a substantial portion of the participating children do not respond to the treatment. In several studies of BPT that have examined the clinical significance of the intervention, 20-50% of the participating children still had conduct problems in the clinical range after the intervention (Larsson, Fossum et al., 2008; Sanders, Markie-Dadds, Tully, & Bor, 2000; Sanders & McFarland, 2000; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997). Researchers have identified several risk factors that characterize families who do not respond to treatment (Kazdin, 2005). Such factors include parental mental health problems (e.g., depression, anxiety disorders and substance abuse; Fernandez & Eyberg, 2005; Werba, Eyberg, Boggs, & Algina, 2006; Chronis, et al., 2007), social problems (e.g., poverty, unemployment and lack of support; Kazdin, 1997; Lochman, 2004; Kim-Cohen, Moffitt, Taylor, Pawlby, & Caspi, 2005), immigrant status (Reyno & McGrath, 2006), marital problems (Cummings, Keller, & Davies, 2005), and families who are referred to treatment as opposed to self-referred families (Reyno & McGrath, 2006). The severity of the child’s problems and/or comorbidity (e.g., ADHD) are also often regarded as risk factors for poor outcomes, but the empirical support for that is mixed. In some studies, severity and comorbidity have been associated with worse outcomes (e.g. Fossum et al., 2009), while other studies have found no such effect (e.g., Conduct Problems Prevention Research Group, 2002), or even a positive moderating effect (e.g. Hartman, Stage, & Webster-Stratton, 2003; Lundahl et al., 2006). Essentially the same risk factors that have been linked to non-response in BPT, have also been linked to poor attendance and adherence to treatment (Nock & Ferriter, 2005), which in turn may result in weaker response to the treatment (Nix, Bierman, & McMahon, 2009). Furthermore, there is more support for the negative effect of poor adherence, than for attendance problems (Nock & Ferriter, 2005).

Program enhancements that target risk factors for non-response

Several researchers have evaluated the benefit of adding components to parent training that addresses risk factors for non-response. In three randomized trials of the Triple-P program, the inclusion of components that directly addresses parental difficulties such as depression, anxiety, stress and marital problems, have resulted in larger reductions in those problem areas (Sanders & McFarland, 2000; Dadds, Schwartz, & Sanders, 1987), as well as larger reductions in child conduct problems (Sanders et al., 2000). Despite these significant results, the advantage of including enhancements has still been modest in comparison to standard intervention. Kazdin and Whitley (2003) found improvements in both parental mental health problems and child conduct when adding stress management and problem solving to parent
training. In a similar study, effects on measures of parent communication and problem solving were found, but no added effect on child measures (Webster-Stratton, 1994). These studies support that the addition of components targeting parent mental health and marital problems can be an effective way to enhance the effects of BPT for at-risk families. However, additional services may also present an overwhelming burden or impede parents’ ability to focus on and master parenting skills, which was discussed in a recent meta-analysis (Kaminski, 2008). This may explain why the advantage of including enhancements has been rather modest (e.g., Sanders, Bor, & Morawska, 2006). Consequently, it is important to carefully time and integrate additional services in parent training programs. Another possible way to enhance existing parenting programs may be to include additional individual support, which in a recent meta-analysis was significantly superior for disadvantaged families as compared to the delivery of BPT in group format (Lundahl, et al., 2006). A third option is to use home visits, besides the scheduled in-service sessions. The inclusion of home visits has been shown to improve the effect of parenting programs on measures of child social-emotional development, child cognitive development, potential abuse, parenting behaviors and attitudes (Sweet & Appelbaum, 2004).

Despite the obvious benefit of developing interventions that parents actually will attend and adhere to, only a few studies have specifically have evaluated enhancement strategies with that focus (Nock & Ferriter, 2005). Most of these studies have evaluated the use of preparatory efforts to inform and engage parents through interviews, information material and telephone calls (e.g., Day & Reznikoff, 1980; Szapocznik, et al., 1988). In one study, Nock and Kazdin (2005) randomized participants to parent training with- and without a brief motivating preparatory interview. Parents who received the preparatory intervention had greater treatment motivation, attended significantly more treatment sessions, and showed better adherence to treatment.

Behavioral teacher training interventions

Behavioral teacher training was for several decades applied primarily in special educational settings targeting students with severe disabilities. More recently however, several intervention models have been developed that target student’s with EBP in general education settings. These models often apply intervention components at multiple levels within schools and target students at different risk-levels. The empirical support for school-wide multi-level behavioral intervention models is growing (e.g., Bradshaw, Reinke, Brown, Bevans, & Leaf, 2008; Horner et al., 2009; Sorlie & Ogden, 2007). However, there are still limitations with regard to the evidence of specific components within school-wide models (Iovannone, 2009). An example of such models that has been widely disseminated in recent year is
School-Wide Positive Behavioral Support (SWPBS; Sugai et al., 2000), which is currently being adopted by more than 7,000 schools across the USA (Bradley, Doolittle, Lopez, Smith, & Sugai, 2007). SWPSB is not a new intervention or a new theory of behavior, but an application of a behaviorally based systems approach to enhance the capacity of schools to design effective environments that improve the fit or link between research-validated practices and the environments in which teaching and learning occur. Integral features of SWPSB are; an emphasis on functional determinants of challenging behaviors, context-derived intervention plans, outcome-based assessment, and consideration of social validity (satisfaction and acceptability) as a measure of efficacy. SWPBS is organized as a three-tiered model, in which the primary tier represents school-wide systems intended to prevent challenging behaviors and affect approximately 85-90% of a school’s population. Whole-school programs of behavior support include many components but generally emphasize collaborative team building among students and staff, teaching prosocial skills, reducing imposition of negative (punitive) consequences as a method of discipline, and achieving early academic competencies. The secondary tier is reserved for students who display emerging or modest challenging behaviors, involving between 7-10% of a school population. At this level, interventions target small groups of students and can involve strategies such as social skills training or classroom management strategies. Clearly, selective interventions are more intensive and student-specific than those that constitute a universal orientation. The tertiary tier targets approximately 3-5% of the student body, who require more complex and individualized supports beyond their exposure to universal and selective interventions. Interventions at this level are tailored to the individual students and include teacher consultation. The third tier of this model have direct relevance for this thesis, with the scope of behavioral teacher training targeting individual students, which will be the focus in the following sections.

**Behavioral teacher training targeting individual students**

There is a long history of behavioral teacher training targeting individual students, which has been extensively described by Kratochwill and colleagues (e.g., Bergan & Kratochwill, 1990; Busse, Kratochwill, & Elliot, 1995; Kratochwill, Bergan, Sheridan, & Elliot, 1998). They used the term behavioral consultation for this process. Four stages are specified in the process. In the first stage, problem behaviors as well as competencies are identified and operationally defined. These behaviors are to be recorded by the teachers to establish baseline data. Recordings of student behaviors continue throughout the process to assess intervention effects. In the second stage, a functional behavioral assessment (FBA) is conducted, which is a key step in the process. The purpose of a FBA is to identify influences that set the occasion for and reinforce challenging behaviors, as well as conditions
associated with the non-occurrence of problems and the display of acceptable alternatives. Thus, this assessment includes both antecedent (discriminative stimuli, establishing operations) and consequence (positive and negative reinforcement) sources of control. By isolating the function of behaviors, intervention plans can be tailored to maintaining variables. In the absence of such assessment, intervention selection is arbitrary and ill defined. Based on the FBA, a behavioral support plan is formulated that include single or multiple behavior management strategies (e.g., contingent praise). The selection and tailoring of strategies are based on the FBA. The third stage involves implementation of the behavioral support plan through teacher training and consultation. In the fourth stage, the effects of the support plan are evaluated both in terms of behavioral change and social validity. If necessary, the support plan is modified and re-implemented.

In recent years, the term behavioral consultation has often been replaced with the terms FBA and behavior support plans (e.g., Sugai et al., 2000). In the remainder of the text, the term behavioral teacher training (BTT) will be used as an overarching term including behavioral consultation, FBA, behavior support plans, and specific behavior management strategies. It will exclusively refer to interventions targeting individual students.

Research evidence for behavioral teacher training
The fact that BTT is a functionally based intervention has influenced the way research traditionally has been conducted. Because the intervention is tailored to each student, no predefined set of strategies is applied, as opposed to BPT. Thus, there is no such thing as “generic” BTT and consequently, the majority of research have used flexible single-subject and time-series designs (e.g., Busse et al., 1995; Medway & Updike, 1985). This has bearing on the issue of wide-spread dissemination of BTT, which will be discussed thoroughly below.

In 2004, the federal government in the USA mandated the use of BTT (specifically FBA and behavioral support plans) for students whose behavior impedes their learning or warrants consideration of a change in placement, including extended suspension and expulsion (Individuals With Disabilities Education Act, 2004). Despite the widespread use of BTT, there are several issues that limit claims about efficacy and effectiveness of such interventions. First, a review of the literature on BTT reveals a body of research that spans the past 30 years, but most of the research concerns children in contained settings with serious disabilities and has little direct relation to general education students in classroom settings (Conroy, Clark, Fox, & Gable, 2000; Scott et al., 2004).

Second, the few existing studies of BTT in general education have usually used single-subject and within-group experimental design (Iovannone et al., 2009; Simonsen et al., 2008). Despite the promising reports in recent years from randomized trials of multi-level, multi-component intervention models
involving BTT (e.g., Horner et al., 2009; Sorlie & Ogden, 2007), it is difficult to disentangle the specific effects in those studies. In the few randomized trials investigating the sole effect of behavioral teacher training, the results have been mixed. Metropolitan Area Child Study Research Group (2002) reported no significant intervention effects on student behavior, while Iovannone et al. (2009) found significant effects on student behaviors with effect sizes in the medium range. The present lack of randomized trials of BTT, and discrepant views on what counts as credible evidence, has led to conflicting conclusions in reviews of interventions for externalizing behavior. Some reviews state that behavioral teacher training is an evidence-based intervention (e.g., Pelham & Fabiano, 2008; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007), while others exclude this type of intervention due to lack of randomized trials (e.g., Eyberg et al., 2008; Mytton, DiGuiseppi, Gough, Taylor, & Logan, 2006). One could argue that evidence from studies using single-subject design shows that BTT causes meaningful behavior change, but many researchers would argue that evidence from randomized trials also is necessary to enable high-quality, wide-scale dissemination of such interventions (e.g., APA, 2006; Donaldson, Christie, & Mark, 2008; Flay & Collins, 2005).

Third, recent evidence suggest that BTT is conducted either with such lack of rigor and logic as to be worthless or with such complexity and formality as to be unrealistic for the typical school setting (Blood & Neel, 2007; Scott, Anderson, & Spaulding, 2008; Van Acker, Boreson, Gable, & Potterton, 2005). To improve the quality of the implementation and increase the feasibility for typical school personnel in everyday school settings, there is a need to develop standardized training models of behavioral teacher training. With such models it would also be possible to conduct randomized controlled trials with sufficient control of the independent variable (i.e. the intervention).

Fourth, interventions in outcome studies of BTT have often been applied with heavy involvement by the researchers (Lane, Weisenbach, Phillips, & Wehby, 2007; Sasso, Conroy, Peck-Stichter, & Fox, 2001). Interventions that largely are implemented by consultants are not a realistic option for most school districts, due to the costs and lack of qualified specialists. To enable a widespread dissemination of BTT, it is important to develop intervention models that are not only effective, but also reasonably limited in terms of costs and time (Romeo, Byford & Knapp, 2005).

Evidence-base for parent and teacher training: what is missing?
In this section, some limitations of the reviewed evidence-base for parent and teacher training will be summarized. A general limitation, which is related to the overall aim of this thesis, is that most evidence-based parent and teacher interventions are too costly and cumbersome to be feasible in
“real-world” settings. A second general limitation is that most intervention studies of parent and teacher training have been conducted in the U.S., and to date no randomized controlled trials of BPT or BTT in a Swedish context have been published.

With regard to BPT, a first limitation is the lack of randomized controlled intervention trials in routine care (effectiveness studies). Second, most studies of BPT intervention programs employ demanding implementation procedures, involving high costs and qualified staff. This limits the possibilities for large-scale dissemination. Third, there are still only a few studies that have investigated the relative effectiveness of self-administered BPT. Fourth, although some promising studies have been published that target families at risk for non-response for treatment, the number of failing participants is still too high. This calls for further investigations of how to effectively help these families through modifications of standardized intervention programs.

The most apparent limitation with regard to BTT is the lack of published randomized controlled trials. Second, most studies of teacher training have employed flexible approaches where the interventions have been tailored to the individual students. This has resulted in a lack of standardization of training programs. Furthermore, most published studies have investigated the effects of interventions with extensive implementation procedures and heavy involvement of researchers. A higher level of standardization with simplified implementation models would facilitate large-scale dissemination and improved possibilities to enhance the general quality of implementation.
The Empirical Studies

Aims of the Thesis

The overall aim of the thesis was to investigate the impact of cost-effective and feasible parent and teacher training interventions targeting children with externalizing behavior problems. The interventions had in common that they employed implementation models with limited involvement of qualified consultants and therapists, which facilitates future large-scale dissemination. A second overall aim was to increase the evidence-base for such interventions when implemented in a Swedish context.

The aim of the first empirical study was to investigate the effects of BPT-program implemented by regular staff in routine care in a randomized controlled effectiveness study. A secondary aim of the first study was to investigate the effects of the same program implemented through self-administration with limited therapist support.

The aim of the second study was to investigate advantages of using an enhanced BPT-program for families at risk for non-response for treatment.

The aim of the third study was to investigate the effects of a feasible and standardized BTT-program in a randomized controlled trial.
Study I: A Randomized Controlled Effectiveness Trial of Parent Management Training with varying degree of therapist support

Aims

There are very few studies that have investigated the effectiveness of BPT for children with externalizing behavior implemented in routine care (Costin & Chambers, 2007; Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). Thus, it is not well known if the results that have been reported in highly controlled efficacy studies (Eyberg et al., 2008), can be generalized to real world settings. An even more pressing issue is the fact that most families in need do not receive any service at all, whether it is evidence based or not. For that reason, it is important to investigate different means of intervention delivery that will enable large-scale dissemination of interventions (La Greca, Silverman, & Lochman, 2009).

The aim of the study was to evaluate a standardized BPT-program disseminated in routine care by means of two different ways of delivery. In the first condition, the program was delivered through brief training of regular staff within the social services, who implemented the program in weekly group sessions with the targeted families. In the second condition, the participants were offered an initial instructional workshop, followed by self-administration of the program. The participants of the study were randomized to either of the training conditions or to a waitlist control group. It was hypothesized that the intervention effects in the practitioner-assisted format (BPT-P) would be superior to the mainly self-administered format (BPT-S), which in turn would be superior to the waitlist control group (WL).

Method

Families in the greater Stockholm urban area were informed about the study through advertisements and flyers. Families who showed interest to participate (N = 203) were assessed for eligibility and 183 met the inclusion criteria. A further 24 declined participation at this stage, leaving N = 159 for randomization. The inclusion criteria were that the targeted child should (a) be between three and ten years old, (b) display conduct problems within the clinical range (90th percentile) on the Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ; Heiervang, Goodman, & Goodman, 2008; Malmberg, Rydell, & Smedje, 2003), and (c) not be part of any on-going psychosocial treatment. Of the final sample, the mean age of the children was 6.0 years (SD = 2.3) and 60% were boys. Most of the children lived with both of their biological parents (72%), which was slightly less than the average within the city of Stockholm (81%; Statistics Sweden, 2006). The mothers were between 19-
57 years old \((M = 37, SD = 5.5)\) and the fathers were between 27-65 years old \((M = 39, SD = 7.0)\). A lesser part of the parents in the sample (37%) had at least three years of education post senior high school (average within the city of Stockholm = 36%; Statistics Sweden, 2008b). A minority (22%) was born abroad and had arrived as immigrants to Sweden (average within the city of Stockholm = 20%; Statistics Sweden, 2008a). None of the demographic variables differed significantly between study conditions.

The participants were randomly assigned to BPT-P, BPT-S and WL. The probability was 37.5% to be assigned to either of the intervention groups, while the probability for the WL was 25%.

The intervention in the study was the Swedish BPT-program known as Comet (COmmunication MET hod), which is administered by the Stockholm Social Services Administration as a regular part of their services to families. The program includes several evidence based parent training components (Webster-Stratton, 1996), for example, self-directed play, effective commands, contingent praise, tokens and rewards, home-notes from school teachers, extinction of negative behaviors, behavioral contracts, and problem-solving.

In the BPT-P condition, two group leaders implement the program in eleven 2.5-hour group sessions with no more than six families. The parents attend without their children and are assigned homework specifying exercises that are to be completed with the child between sessions. The group leaders in the present study were Social Service employees (79%) and pre-school teachers (21%) without prior experience in behavioral family interventions. They were briefly trained and supervised in the implementation procedures of the program by clinical psychologists (total training time = 34 hours).

In the BPT-S condition, the participating parents attended an instructional 7-hour workshop at the start of the intervention, after which the parents implemented the program on their own, without further support. The workshop briefly covered the program content, with possibility for parents to ask questions and discuss the following implementation. Parents in both conditions were provided a manual and materials necessary for the implementation of the program.

Implementation fidelity was assessed through weekly checklists completed by group leaders in the BPT-P condition and by parents in both intervention conditions. The assessment showed that 70% and 76% of the program content was covered during the BPT-P sessions according to parents and group leaders, respectively. On average, parents in the BPT-P condition attended 85% of the sessions and completed 63% \((SD = 24\%)\) of the homework assignments. In the BPT-S condition, 85% of the parents attended the initial workshop and the average portion of completed homework was 45% \((SD = 26\%)\). The parents also rated the competence of the group leaders in BPT-P, and workshop leaders in BPT-S, on a 5-point
scale. The leaders in both conditions had an average competence score of 4.0 ($SD = 0.7$).

Measures were collected at baseline, at posttest (after four months), and at follow-up (six months after posttest). The primary outcome measure was child conduct problems, which were assessed through telephone interviews (PDR; Chamberlain & Reid, 1987) and questionnaires (ECBI; Eyberg & Pincus, 1999). Parent ratings of child social competence (P-Comp; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1998) and child rearing practices (PPI; Webster-Stratton, Reid, & Hammond, 2001) were also collected. That PPI includes dimensions of both positive and negative parenting practices. Finally, the parents rated the intervention credibility (Devilly & Borcovec, 2000) at posttest.

Of the 159 families in the final sample, 14 (9%) dropped out before posttest. At follow-up, the total number of dropouts was 20 (17%). There were no significant differences between the dropouts and completers of the study with regard to baseline scores on outcome measures or demographic variables. To enable an intention-to-treat analysis, a multiple imputation procedure was used (Little & Rubin, 2002).

Results

**BPT compared to the waitlist control group**

There were no significant ($p > .05$) differences at baseline between the three experimental conditions with respect to demographic variables or outcome measures. Intervention effects for the two BPT conditions compared to the waitlist control group were tested with ANCOVA, using outcome at posttest as the dependent variable and baseline scores as covariate. There were significant between-group effects for all outcome measures except for P-Comp (Table 1). Planned contrasts showed that both BPT conditions were significantly superior to the waitlist at posttest on all measures, except for P-Comp, for which the BPT-S group did not differ significantly from the waitlist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>$F(N = 159)$</th>
<th>ES ($d$) BPT-P vs WL</th>
<th>ES ($d$) BPT-S vs WL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>11.0***</td>
<td>.76***</td>
<td>.46***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-IS</td>
<td>13.2***</td>
<td>.79***</td>
<td>.48***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-PS</td>
<td>12.6***</td>
<td>.91***</td>
<td>.45***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-COMP</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.48*</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>8.0***</td>
<td>1.07***</td>
<td>.55**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. PDR=Parent Daily Rating; ECBI-IS=Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory Intensity Scale; ECBI-PS=Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory Problem Scale; P-COMP = Social competence scale – Parent; PPI=Parent Practices Interview.

*p < .05, ** p = <.01, *** p = <.001
Direct comparison between BPT-P and BPT-S

The two BPT conditions were tested against each other with ANCOVA repeated measures, using outcome at posttest and follow-up as dependent measures and baseline scores as covariate. Because the waitlist parents received training after posttest, they were excluded from this analysis. There were significant between-group effects for the measures PDR and the problem scale of ECBI, showing that the BPT-P group was superior to the BPT-S group (Table 2). There were no significant interaction effects between time and group for any outcome measure, indicating similar developments between posttest and follow-up for the two conditions and also that the advantage of BPT-P over BPT-S was stable. Furthermore, there were significant main effects of time on all outcome measures, indicating that both groups showed further improvements between posttest and follow-up.

Table 2. Direct comparison of BPT-P and BPT-S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>$F(N = 119)$</th>
<th>$F(N = 119)$</th>
<th>$F(N = 119)$</th>
<th>ES (d) at post</th>
<th>ES (d) at follow-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDR</td>
<td>6.6**</td>
<td>8.4**</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-IS</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.9**</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECBI-PS</td>
<td>4.1*</td>
<td>7.8**</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-COMP</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>14.2***</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>25.6***</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. PDR=Parent Daily Rating; ECBI-IS=Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory Intensity Scale; ECBI-PS=Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory Problem Scale; P-COMP = Social competence scale – Parent; PPI=Parent Practices Interview.

* $p < .05$, ** $p < .01$, *** $p < .001$

Mediators of intervention effects

Mediator analyses were performed to investigate whether the effects of group assignment on measures of child conduct problems were indirectly affected by improved parenting skills, which has been shown in several previous studies of parent training (e.g., Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008; Reid, Webster-Stratton, & Hammond, 2007). The mediator variables in the present analyses were change between pretest and posttest in two summary scores from PPI that were used in a study by the developers of the questionnaire (Reid et al., 2007). The first summary score represents harsh and inconsistent parenting - HI (15 items), and the second represents praise and incentives - PI (11 items). The dependent variable was change between pretest and posttest in child conduct problems, which was calculated by taking the standardized means of PDR, ECBI-IS and ECBI-PS. Partial mediation was established for both the HI-score and the PI-score, which were significant ($z = 2.6$, $p < .01$ and $z = 2.0$, $p < .05$, respectively) according to the Sobel test (Baron & Kenny, 1986). The direction of the mediation was as expected; the larger increase in the PI-score as well as
decrease in the HI-score, the larger reductions of conduct problems. For exploratory purposes, further analyses not included in the research article were conducted to investigate the relationship between the two parenting variables. First, to explore the relative importance of the HI and the PI variable, they were entered simultaneously in a regression analysis with change in conduct problems at posttest as the dependent variable. In accord with earlier research reviewed in the introduction, was the effect of the HI variable stronger \((t = 4.3, p < .001)\) than the PI variable, which no longer was significant \((t = 1.8, p < .10)\). In the next step, it was shown that the change in PI partially mediated change in HI. The mediation was significant \((z = 2.0, p < .05)\) and the direction of the relations suggested that an increased use of praise and incentives facilitated lower levels of harsh and inconsistent discipline. The mean levels and standard deviations of the HI-score across time in the BPT-groups were 3.4 (0.6), 2.8 (0.6), and 2.8 (0.5), at pretest, posttest, and follow-up, respectively. The corresponding values for the PI-score were 3.7 (0.8), 4.2 (0.6), and 4.5 (0.8). In the WL-group the values for the HI-score were 3.4 (0.7) and 3.1 (0.5), at pretest and posttest, respectively. For the PI-score the corresponding values were 3.8 (0.6) and 3.8 (0.6).

An analysis was also performed to investigate if the differences in intervention effects between BPT-P and BPT-S were mediated by homework fidelity, which was significantly lower in the BPT-S group. In this case the dependent variable was the change in a compound score of the two measures of child conduct problems that were significantly different between the groups (PDR and ECBI-PS). The analysis revealed that homework fidelity completely mediated the change in conduct problems at posttest and follow-up, which was significant \((z = 2.1, p < .05)\). The more homework the parents completed, the larger reductions of conduct problems.

**Moderators of intervention effects**

Multiple regression analyses with forced entry were conducted to examine the possible moderating effects of eight demographic family variables and a ninth variable representing the number of participating families in each training group. For the outcomes of child conduct problems, a compound score was calculated as the standardized means of PDR, ECBI-IS, and ECBI-PS. However, only two significant moderating effects was found, which is close to what would have been expected by chance, given 27 analyses (nine moderator variables \(\times\) three outcome variables) and \(p < .05\).

**Intervention credibility**

The average rating of intervention credibility at posttest was 8.7 (SD = 1.1) out of a maximum of 10 in the BPT-P group, compared to 8.1 (SD = 1.6) in the BPT-S group. The difference was close to significant: \(t (118) = 1.95, p < .10\).
Discussion

The present study is one of the few randomized trials evaluating parent training implemented in routine care. It also adds to the growing number of studies evaluating parent training with limited therapist support (Hahlweg et al., 2008; Morawska & Sanders, 2006; Markie-Dadds & Sanders, 2006; Turner & Sanders, 2006). The hypothesis that both BPT-P and BPT-S would be superior to the waitlist control group was supported. Furthermore, the results partly supported the hypothesis that the BPT-P group would perform better than the BPT-S group. This was true for two out of three outcomes related to child conduct problems. Both intervention groups improved further between posttest and follow-up on all outcome measures. Improved parent practices and homework fidelity mediated the intervention effect on child conduct problems. The interventions were essentially equally effective regardless of family characteristics and the number of participating families in the training groups. The only significant moderator of intervention effects was the age of the participating mother. It is worth to note that the there was a significant difference between the groups on the problem scale of ECBI, in contrast to the intensity scale. Maybe the parents in the BPT-P condition experienced their child’s difficulties as less problematic across time due to the possibility to relate to other families during group sessions.

A recent meta-analysis of parent training including only randomized efficacy trials reported effect sizes on ECBI-IS and ECBI-PS of $d = .67$ and $d = .62$, respectively (Dretzke et al., 2009), which were exceeded in this study ($d = .79$ and $d = .91$ in the BPT-P group). The number of comparable effectiveness studies is limited, but two previous randomized studies also reported significant effects on parent practices and child conduct problems (Ogden & Amlund-Hagen, 2008; Van den Hoofdakker et al., 2007), with effect sizes in the small to medium range. The large effects found in this study were therefore surprising, especially with respect to the group leaders’ limited training and experience compared to the therapists in the referred studies. However, some dissimilarity in study characteristics may explain the differences in effect sizes. Both of the referred studies compared the interventions to active control groups (treatment as usual). Furthermore, the participants were referred to service, as opposed to the self-referred sample in this study. Despite that participants in this study and the referred studies had comparable family characteristics (e.g., education and marital status) and equal levels of conduct problems at baseline BORT, the different procedures of referral may have moderated the intervention effects. Self-referred participants in parent training have in previous studies shown better results than participants referred from other sources (Reyno & McGrath, 2006).

The BPT-S condition included an initial instructional workshop, but the following implementation of the program was entirely self-administered. A
relevant comparison is the evaluations of the Triple-P program that has been implemented with limited therapist support as well as through self-administration alone. In this study, each practitioner spent 145 minutes per participating family in the BPT-S condition and the average effect size on parent reports of child conduct problems at posttest was $d = .46$. In the Triple-P studies, the practitioner support was delivered through weekly telephone sessions or brief live sessions with an average of 131 minutes of BORT support per participating family. Effect sizes for parent reports of child conduct problems (PDR and ECBI) from those studies have been between $d = .52$ and $d = .60$ (Turner & Sanders, 2006; Morawska & Sanders, 2006; Hahlweg et al., 2008). Thus, the Triple-P studies have reported somewhat larger effect sizes than the findings regarding BPT-S in this study. In contrast, the significant increase in intervention effects found at follow-up in this study, was not found at the 6-month follow-up in the Triple-P-studies.

Although several factors favor the credibility of the present findings, such as a well-controlled design and support for a link between parent practices and child conduct, there were limitations. First, the outcome measures included the single informant source of the measurements. A second limitation was the fact that a relative large number of parents randomized to the BPT-S condition did not receive their allocated intervention, which may have affected the results. However, against that risk stands the fact that the supplementary analysis of study completers (i.e., non-imputed data) essentially showed the same results as the intent-to-treat analysis. A third limitation was that the proposed mediators related to parenting practices were measured at the same time as the outcome variables (i.e., at posttest), meaning that there is no temporal precedence proven by a mid-treatment assessment. The reason for this was that the waitlist only was assessed at two time points. A fourth limitation was that the there was no control of whether BORT the mothers or fathers who completed the rating scales BORT. The instruction was that the same parent should complete the scales at all measurement points. It could be suspected that mothers completed most ratings, because relatively more mothers attended the training sessions. This may have resulted in higher absolute levels of problem ratings across time, because Fathers generally experience less problems in their children than mothers (e.g., Sanders et al., 2000).
Study II: An Effectiveness Study Comparing Enhanced and Regular Parent Management Training for Children with Conduct Problems

Aims

Between 20-50% of children participating in BPT do not respond to the treatment (Larsson, Fossum et al., 2008; Sanders et al., 2000; Sanders & McFarland, 2000; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997). Researchers have identified several factors that characterize families who are at risk for non-response, as reviewed in the introduction. The purpose of this effectiveness study was to compare an enhanced BPT-program (BPT-E), with a regular BPT-program (BPT-R). The programs targeted children with conduct problems living in families with risk factors for poor response to treatment. Employees within the social services provided the enhanced program, while the comparison program was provided to families at a child psychiatric clinic. Both programs were part of the routine care at each facility. It was hypothesized that families receiving the enhanced program would benefit more in terms of child conduct problems and parent mental health.

Method

The sample consisted of 52 participating parents from 42 families (28 in BPT-E and 14 in BPT-R). No formal inclusion criteria were employed in the recruitment. Instead, each facility offered all families that were enrolled in their intervention programs to join the study. In terms of risk factors for non-response to treatment, participants from both groups showed elevated levels of parent depression/anxiety, single parenthood, and unemployment. Furthermore, parents from both groups were referred to treatment (as opposed to being self-referred). Some characteristics differed significantly between the groups. In the BPT-E condition, the mothers were younger and more parents were born abroad. In the BPT-R condition, the children were on average two years older and a larger part was diagnosed with ADHD/ADD (93% compared to 32% in the BPT-R and BPT-E, respectively). The difference with regard to diagnoses was not surprising since the participants in the BPT-R group were referred to the study by a child psychiatric clinic, where assessment of diagnosis is part of the routine care. To what extent this represents a true difference between the groups in terms of child attention- and hyperactivity-problems is not certain, since many of the children in the PMT-E group never were assessed in a psychiatric evaluation. To control for this, the ADHD-index on the ECBI (Burns & Patterson, 2000) was used. The comparison of pretest scores revealed that children in both groups were equal in terms of ADHD-
symptoms, $M = 4.8 \ (SD = 1.1)$ and $M = 4.7 \ (SD = 1.1)$ for BPT-E and BPT-R, respectively.

The parents in the BPT-E condition were recruited from six units within the social services across Sweden. The group leaders in the BPT-E condition were social workers that were trained and supervised by an educational unit within the social services, independent from the research group. The mean number of parents in each group was five, including those who declined participation. The participating children in the BPT-R program were patients at a child psychiatric clinic, which provided the parent training as well as the training of the teachers to the participating children. The leader of the parent and teacher training was a psychiatric nurse, who also was the developer of the training program. The mean number of parents in each training group was ten.

Pretest measurements were collected at the first training session with the parents. Posttest measurements were then collected at the last session, 11 and 18 weeks later in the BPT-R and BPT-E group, respectively. Of the 42 families who entered the study, four dropped out from the BPT-E group and one from the BPT-R group. These families were nevertheless included in the analyses in accordance with the principles of intention-to-treat analysis.

The BPT-E program was an enhanced version of the Comet program, described in study I of this thesis. The enhancements in comparison to the regular Comet-program include smaller group size (maximum four families) and nine to twelve individual 1-hour sessions scheduled between the group sessions. The purpose of the individual sessions is to build motivation, assist with implementation of the program content, and to attend to parental stress, depression, or marital conflicts. When possible, the individual sessions take place in the home settings of the families.

The BPT-R program was the regular parent training intervention offered at the child psychiatric clinic in the city of Uppsala. The program consists of an intervention manual covering ten 2-hour group sessions. The content includes psychoeducation, problem solving, and token systems. One employee is leading the sessions that include weekly handouts and work-material. In addition to the parent training, the teachers to the children also receive training by the same employee during eight two-hour sessions. Some of the parent sessions are combined with the teacher sessions. Between each session, parents and teacher complete homework assignments.

The parents in the BPT-E group attended 78% ($SD = 21\%$) of the group sessions and 79% ($SD = 26\%$) of the individual sessions. In the BPT-R group, the average attendance rate was 80% ($SD = 12\%$) during the parent sessions. On average, the leaders reported that 88 percent of the program content in BPT-E was covered during the implementation. Furthermore, the parents in the BPT-E group on average completed 68% of the homework assignments. No information on session adherence or completed homework was collected in the BPT-R group.
The outcome measure for child conduct problems was the Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory (ECBI; Eyberg & Pincus, 1999). Parent mental health was assessed with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). The total score of the scale is highly correlated with Becks Depression Index ($r = .73$) and Spielberg’s State Trait Anxiety Inventory ($r = .71$; Lisspers, Nygren, & Söderman, 1997).

The analyses of the intervention effects were performed as ANCOVAs at posttest, using baseline scores on the outcome measures and the participant characteristics that were significantly different between the groups as covariates. Multiple imputation was used to handle missing data and to facilitate intention-to-treat analyses (Little & Rubin, 2002).

Results

There were no significant differences at baseline between the two groups with respect to the outcome measures. At posttest, the ANCOVAs resulted in significant group effects favoring the BPT-E condition for ECBI-IS ($F(1, 40) = 10.8, p < .01$), ECBI-PS ($F(1, 40) = 6.7, p < .05$), as well as for HADS ($F(1, 50) = 9.5, p < .01$). The effect sizes were $d = 1.09$, $d = 0.82$, and $d = 0.86$ for ECBI-IS, ECBI-PS, and HADS, respectively. Although the covariates that were entered (parent age, parent education, child age, and child diagnosis) differed significantly between the groups, none of them had a significant effect on the outcome measures. A supplementary analysis of non-imputed data was performed (i.e., study completers) where all reported effects were found again.

By comparing each participant with clinical cut-off values based on Scandinavian norms (Axberg et al., 2008; Pallant & Tennant, 2007), the clinical significance of the interventions was assessed. All children in the BPT-E group and 86% in the BPT-R group were rated above the cut-off for conduct problems at a clinical level at pretest, which was a non-significant difference. At posttest, 54% of the children were rated above the cut-off in the BPT-E group, compared to 93% in the BPT-R group, $\chi^2(40) = 5.9, p < .05$. For parent mental health, there was no significant difference between the groups at pretest, at which point 68% and 61% were above the cut-off in BPT-E and BPT-R, respectively. At posttest, 48% of the parents scored above the cut-off in the BPT-E group, compared to 82% in the BPT-R group, $\chi^2(40) = 5.7, p < .05$.

Discussion

This effectiveness study compared an enhanced parent training program (BPT-E) in routine care within the social services with a regular parent training program (BPT-R) provided by a child psychiatric clinic. The hypothesis that the more intensive BPT-E program would be superior to the
BPT-R program was supported for child conduct problems as well as parent mental health, with large differences in terms of statistical and clinical significance.

In interpreting the results, the crucial issue is to what extent the two conditions were comparable. Both groups were referred to service, showed equal problem rates in the outcome measures at pretest, and were comparable in terms of demographic variables. On the other hand, the fact that the children in the BPT-R group were older and more often were diagnosed with ADHD/ADD may have affected the outcome in that group. These characteristics have in some studies been associated with worse outcomes (e.g., Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008; Fossum, et al., 2009). However, in other studies no such effects have been found (e.g., Kling et al., in press; Lundahl et al., 2006; Hartman et al., 2003). Furthermore, child age and diagnosis were used as covariates in the statistical analyses of the intervention effects and had no effect on the outcome measures. It is also important to recall that the level of ADHD-symptoms according to the subscale on the ECBI were the same in the two groups at pretest. Considering these facts, it is less likely that sample characteristics alone would explain the large differences in outcome measures. Furthermore, several facts favor the interpretation of the outcomes as a result of differences between the two interventions. First, larger reductions of child conduct problems and parent mental health problems have in previous studies been associated with several features of the BPT-E program, such as individual support (Lundahl et al., 2006), components addressing parental stress and depression (Sanders & McFarland, 2000; Dadds et al., 1987; Sanders et al., 2000; Kazdin & Whitley, 2003), initial motivational efforts (Nock & Kazdin, 2005), and the use of home visits (Sweet & Appelbaum, 2004). Second, the within-group effect size on ECBI was smaller in study I for the same parenting program without the enhancements (BPT-P). That study is not entirely comparable, because the participating families were self-referred and the average level of EBP at pretest was lower compared to this study. However, when selecting a sub-sample consisting of 28 participants with the highest problem ratings from the BPT-P group, the mean ECBI pretest score were almost the same as in this study. The pre-post effect size in BPT-P sub-sample was $d = .82$ and $d = .77$ for ECBI-IS and ECBI-PS, respectively. This was considerably smaller than the pre-post effect sizes in the BPT-E condition ($d = 1.37$ and $d = 1.25$, respectively), which suggests that the enhancements in the BPT-E condition actually had an impact. Third, one reason for the large effect sizes between the groups was the weak within-group effects in the BPT-R group, which in one way was expected considering the content and format of the BPT-R program. It lacks several components that usually are included in evidence-based BPT and contains relatively few sessions of actual training of parent competencies.
The BPT-E program included some components targeting parent mental health (e.g., scheduling pleasurable activities), but the major part of the program was devoted to parenting skills. The large effect on parent mental health was therefore surprising. Part of that effect may be due to the reductions of child conduct problems, which has been shown to influence parent stress and depression (e.g., Patterson, DeGarmo, & Forgatch, 2004; Barlow, Coren, & Stewart-Brown, 2007). The effect size for parent mental health was comparable to previous studies of parent training enhanced with components targeting parent depression and stress (Sanders et al., 2000; Bor, Sanders, & Markie-Dadds, 2002).

The major limitation of the study was that the participants in the two conditions were recruited from different contexts (psychiatric vs. social services). This limitation has already been discussed above. Another limitation was the single informant source of the measurements. Although the rating scales were well established and validated instruments, the addition of independent home-observations would have strengthened the conclusions. A third limitation was that the time periods between pretest and posttest were different in the two conditions. The reason for this was that the posttest measures were collected immediately after the last session in each program, approximately 11 and 18 weeks after pretest for BPT-R and BPT-E, respectively. In some studies, delayed intervention effects of parent and teacher training have been reported (e.g., Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997; DeGarmo, Patterson, & Forgatch, 2004). Generally, however, the effects seem to deteriorate once the intervention has ended (Lundahl et al., 2006), for which reason it was decided that immediate assessment in the BPT-R group, rather than postponed, would be more justified. In further studies of the BPT-E intervention, comparison groups with the same time-period for implementation need to be employed, preferably using randomized assignment of participants. A fourth limitation of the study was that no measures of completed homework assignments were collected in the BPT-R condition.

In conclusion, the two conditions were more alike than different and several facts related to the content and format of the interventions can explain the large differences in outcome. Thus, the conclusion is that BPT-E is a promising intervention for families with risk for non-response to treatment. Still, future studies need to use randomized design and preferably compare the same BPT-program with and without enhancements.
Study III: *A Randomized Controlled Trial of a Standardized Behavior Management Intervention for Students with Externalizing Behavior*

**Aims**

Despite a widespread use of behavioral teacher training targeting individual high-risk students, there are several issues that limit claims about the efficacy and effectiveness of such interventions, as reviewed in the introduction. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate a standardized and feasible BTT program for students with EBP in a randomized controlled trial. The primary outcome domains were measures of student EBP and teacher behavior management. The intervention was compared to an active control group, in which the teachers were trained in a universal program, teaching social and emotional skills to the students. The program did not target externalizing behavior or teacher behavior management. Nor did it target individual students. Consequently, the hypothesis was that the BM intervention would outperform the comparison group on measures of student externalizing behavior and teacher behavior management. It was also hypothesized that changes in teacher behavior would mediate the change in student externalizing behavior.

**Method**

In total, 100 students (86 boys) with EBP attending first and second grade regular education classrooms were included in the study. The students were recruited through a screening procedure in which the level of externalizing behavior was rated on a five-point rating scale (1 = not at all, 5 = very much). The ratings were then used as a base for discussion between the researchers and the teachers to identify students who exhibited elevated levels of EBP. After randomization, the students were rated again with the SDQ (Goodman, 1999). On average, the students included in this study scored more than two standard deviations above the average in Scandinavian normative samples (Heiervang et al., 2008) on the subscales related to EBP. No student scored less than one standard deviation above the normative average.

The students in the sample were distributed in 88 classrooms from 38 schools across Stockholm. The randomization to the BTT-intervention or the comparison group was performed at the school level ($N = 38$) to prevent spill over effects once the interventions had started. Because there were more training resources available for the BTT-intervention than for the program offered to the comparison group, the intervention group was over-sampled. The sample was representative of the general population in the
Stockholm area in terms of socioeconomic index and portion of students with foreign background (Statistics Sweden, 2008a). None of these variables were significantly different between the two experimental conditions. Nor were there any differences in terms of student age, class size, or hours of special education.

The training procedure in the intervention group followed a standardized program known as “Comet” (Forster & Karlberg, 2005). The program primarily targets individual students, but also include classroom behavior management strategies. The implementation of the BTT is guided by the principles of FBA including the following steps; (1) identify problem behaviors and matching behavioral goals, (2) assess occurrence and triggering antecedents, (3) formulate an individual intervention plan including goal setting and contingent praise in combination of decreased use of reprimands for unwanted behaviors. As an option, the teachers can enhance the reinforcement of the goal behaviors through token-systems, which in turn could be enhanced through the use of back-up reinforcement by the student’s parents. The program is different from many traditional applications of BTT, however, in that it has been standardized. The teachers attend nine three-hour sessions with predefined agendas in groups of 4-5 teachers. A program manual with prepared exercises is used throughout the training. The first six sessions of the program are devoted to initiate the BTT targeting the individual student, while the last three involve maintenance as well as classroom management strategies (stating and reinforcing classroom rules and cooperative learning exercises).

The teachers in the comparison group were trained in a universal prevention program known as CHARLIE (Chemical Abuse Resolution Lies In Education), which was developed by the Storefront Group in Minnesota, USA (Project Charlie manual, 1987). The program is based on a manual containing descriptions of 74 lessons plans on social and emotional learning. The teachers in this condition were offered two full-day workshops given to groups of 20 teachers by certified CHARLIE trainers. Although CHARLIE is a universal program, the teachers also received a three-hour small group session (4-5 teachers) where they discussed possible applications of the program to meet the needs of the individual students targeted in the study. After the workshops the teachers applied the program without further support or guidance, consistent with the manner in which the program is typically implemented.

Measures were collected at pretest, posttest (after six months), and at follow-up (14 months after pretest). The main outcome domains were externalizing student behavior and teacher praise and reprimands. Because externalizing behavior often coincide and interact with hyperactivity and peer problems (Ladd, 2006; Pedersen, Vitaro, Barker, & Borge, 2007; Rudolph & Asher, 2000; Snyder, Prichard, Schrepferman, Patrick, & Stoolmiller, 2004), secondary measures related to these constructs were also
collected. Finally, student on-task behavior during deskwork was also measured, due to the increased risk of academic failure for students with externalizing behavior (Kearney, 2008). Measures were collected through independent and blind observations, teacher ratings, and peer ratings. The observers conducted continuous event recordings of the student’s externalizing behaviors and teacher reprimands. The level of teacher praise was assessed twice on each observation day and on-task behavior was observed during one lesson of deskwork. The inter-rater reliability was good to excellent ($0.67 < K < 0.84$) for the raters during pre-observation training. The observations were also validated through independent teacher ratings throughout the study.

Two teacher rating scales were used as outcome measures. First, the teacher completed the Conners Teacher Rating Scale - CTRS-39, with subscales referring to externalizing behavior, hyperactivity, and peer problems (Conners, 1990; DuPaul, Power, McGoye, Ikeda, & Anastopoulos, 1998). Second, the teachers performed a brief rating of externalizing behavior (BREB; Sundell & Kraft, 2002). This scale allowed for normative comparisons, since the targeted students as well as his/her classmates were rated ($N = 1940$).

Positive and negative peer nominations were collected in each class by a research assistant, following the procedures describes by Coie, Dodge and Coppotelli (1982). Due to different implications of positive and negative nominations, the measures were reported separately, instead of the commonly used procedure in which the negative nominations are subtracted from the positive (Coie et al., 1982).

Intervention effects were analyzed separately at posttest and follow-up, using repeated measures ANOVA. The independent variables were experimental condition (intervention vs. comparison) and time (pre-post and pre-follow-up, respectively). To account for the nesting of students within classrooms, all analyses of the outcome measures were made at the class level ($N = 88$). To account for the nesting of classrooms within schools, the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and variation inflation factors (VIF) were calculated for every outcome measure (Murray & Hannan, 1990). The F-values from the ANOVAs were then adjusted with the VIFs that accounted for the nesting of classrooms within schools (Murray, 1998).

Three participants dropped out at posttest and 14 at follow-up. To handle missing data and to allow for an intention-to-treat analysis, a multiple imputation procedure was used (Little & Rubin, 2002). The attendance rates during teacher training sessions were fairly high. The average number of actual training hours per teacher in the BTT-condition was 22, out of maximum 27. In the comparison condition, the teachers attended 18 training hours on average, out of maximum 19.
Results

Analyses of intervention effects

There were no significant differences between the two experimental conditions outcome measures at pretest ($F(1, 86) < 2.8, p > .05$), apart for the CTRS hyperactivity scale, $F(1, 86) = 5.7, p < .05$.

With regard to the primary outcome measures, there were significant interaction effects between time and experimental condition in favor of the intervention for observed externalizing behavior and observed teacher reprimands at posttest (Table 3). At follow up, four out of five primary outcome measures showed significant interaction effects between time and experimental condition (Table 3).

Table 3. Interaction effects between group and time for primary outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Post $F(1, 86)$</th>
<th>Post ES ($d$)</th>
<th>F-U $F(1, 86)$</th>
<th>F-U ES ($d$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed EBP</td>
<td>5.9*</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>4.0*</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRS EBP</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREB</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>5.4*</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed teacher reprimands</td>
<td>5.9*</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>9.0**</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed teacher praise</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>8.7**</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CTRS=Conners Teacher Rating Scale. BREB=Brief Rating of Externalizing Behavior. * $p < .05$, ** $p = <.01$

There were few differences between the conditions with regard to the secondary outcomes. At posttest, an effect in favor of the intervention group was found for positive peer nominations, which was maintained at follow-up (Table 4). A significant intervention effect was also found for the CTRS hyperactivity scale at follow-up, when accounting for pretest differences between the groups (Table 4).

Table 4. Interaction effects between group and time for secondary outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Post $F(1, 86)$</th>
<th>Post ES ($d$)</th>
<th>F-U $F(1, 86)$</th>
<th>F-U ES ($d$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed on-task behavior</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRS hyperactivity$^a$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive peer nominations</td>
<td>5.5*</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>4.9*</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative peer nominations</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTRS peer problems</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CTRS = Conners Teacher Rating Scale.

*a* $p < .05$

*a*In a supplementary analysis, controlling for the pretest difference and the pretest-intervention interaction (Norman & Streiner, 2008), a significant intervention effect was found at follow-up, $F(2, 84) = 5.66, p < .01$. 

Analyses of mediation and moderation of intervention effects

A mediation analysis was performed to explore the hypothesis that these changes in teacher behavior at posttest mediated change in student externalizing behavior at follow-up. For teacher praise, it was not possible to explore mediation, since there was no significant difference between the experimental conditions for that measure at posttest. However, the analysis showed that change in teacher reprimands at posttest partially mediated change in student externalizing behavior at follow-up. The mediation was significant according to the Sobel test, $z(88) = 2.1, p < .05$ (Baron & Kenny, 1986).

Multiple regression analyses with forced entry were conducted to examine the possible moderating effects of student age, gender, immigrant status, special education status, class size, and the socio-economic index of the student’s schools. Only two instances moderated the intervention effect, which is less than what would have been expected by chance, given 120 analyses (6 moderator variables x 10 outcome variables x 2 measurement points) and $p < .05$, thus suggesting that the intervention effects were unaffected by the moderator variables.

Social validity of the intervention

A questionnaire was administered at posttest to assess how acceptable and credible the teachers found the interventions offered in the two conditions. The average score on a 5-point scale was 4.4 for the intervention in the BTT-group ($SD = 0.4$), as well as the comparison group ($SD = 0.4$). This suggests that the teachers in both groups perceived the programs as equally acceptable and credible.

For positive and negative peer nominations, as well as for BREB, data from the targeted students’ classmates was collected ($N = 1940$). This allowed for comparisons of the targeted students with the average student as norm. At follow-up, the targeted students in the intervention group had gained almost one positive peer nomination on average, resulting in the same number of positive nominations as their classmates ($Z = 0.0$). In contrast, the number of negative nominations was still almost one standard deviation above the class means for both groups at follow-up. At pretest, 73% and 63% of the targeted student were rated at least one standard deviation above the average student on externalizing behavior (BREB), in the intervention and comparison group, respectively. At follow-up, this proportion had decreased to 39% in the intervention group, while a slight increase was evident in the comparison group (72%). The difference between the groups at follow-up was significant, $\chi^2(2, 100) = 8.7, p < .01$. 
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Discussion

The hypothesis that the BTT-Intervention would outperform the comparison group in terms of student externalizing behavior and teacher behavior management was partly supported at posttest, and fully supported at follow-up. The intervention effect on student externalizing behavior was more evident in the observational measure than in teacher ratings. Perhaps the BTT-intervention changed actual behavior, but did not alter teacher perceptions of the targeted students. Teacher ratings are less sensitive to the present context, which make the rating more susceptible to expectation effects and other forms of bias (De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005). This notion is supported by the fact that there was a significant effect on the BREB teacher rating, in which the teachers rate the students with consideration to the behaviors of his/her classmates (i.e., the present context).

The limited intervention effect on the secondary outcome measures was disappointing. A possible explanation for the differential effect on positive and negative peer nominations is that negative peer appraisals are more stable across time (i.e., harder to change) than positive appraisals (Johnston et al., 1988). Past research has established that both child behavior and peer reputation are important influences on children’s peer acceptance (Hymel, 1986). The effect of reputation is a possible explanation to the stability in negative appraisals. Furthermore, it has been shown that the impact of teacher-student interactions is greater on positive than negative appraisals from peers (Hughes et al., 2001).

Of previous school-based intervention studies, the most relevant comparison to the present study probably is Iovannone et al. (2009), in which the specific effects of a similar FBA-based BM-intervention were investigated in a randomized controlled trial. A strength in that intervention was the team-based approach and inclusion of an elaborative fidelity check with continuous control of the implementation procedure. Another strength was that the consultation partly involved direct observation of the teachers in the classroom settings, which generally has been shown to have a greater impact on teacher behavior compared to group consultation (Noell et al., 2005). However, the intervention model used in the present study required less invested time by the teacher consultants, an issue that will be addressed in the general discussion.

An explanation for the delayed effect on some of the outcome measures may be the fact that students stay with the same teachers for several years in Sweden, which may be longer than other countries. The teachers have more time to learn and master the BTT-strategies and the students are exposed to them during extended time-periods. Although follow-up data still is to be reported, Iovannone et al. (2009) suggest in their preliminary report that intervention effects seem to fade. Frequent change of classrooms and teachers in North America may be related to the lack of long-term effects.
The delayed effects on teacher praise may have been due to a decreased rate of teacher praise across time in the comparison group. Studies have shown that teachers in general express less praise towards students with externalizing behavior and that the level of praise will deteriorate across time (Beaman & Wheldall, 2000). Thus, the intervention seems to have buffered a natural decline in praise, an effect that also was reported in Metropolitan Area Child Study Research Group & Gorman-Smith (2003).

The external validity of the present study was strong, since the participants were recruited from a large number of schools in diverse settings. Another strength of the study was that the use of an active control group. Although the attention provided to the teachers in the two conditions was not entirely comparable, it was nevertheless a strength to use a credible intervention as control, rather than wait-list or no-treatment. Despite these strengths, there were some limitations of the study, which primarily were related to the observational measures. The limited assessment of inter-rater reliability may have increased the error variance and consequently the risk of missing possible intervention effects. Also, more observation periods at each measurement point would have strengthened the reliability of the observations. A specific limitation pertaining the measure of teacher praise was that the observers estimated the amount of contingent praise instead of employing continuous ratings. It probably resulted in loss of reliability and restricted the possibility to find mediating effects of praise. The reason for the choice of observation method was that the frequency of praise appeared to be very low during the testing of the observation protocol.

On a general note, future studies of this BTT-intervention should include more established outcome measures in order to increase the generalizability of the findings. Finally, the fact that the socio-metric ratings were collected anonymously prohibited detection of mutual friendships, which would have been a valuable outcome regarding the developmental impact of deviant peers (e.g., Loeber et al., 2007; Petras et al., 2004).
General Discussion

Is cheap good enough?

The overall aim of the thesis was to investigate if parent and teacher interventions were effective when using implementation models that were feasible and required limited resources. Such models are crucial in reaching the large portion of families and children that presently do not receive any help at all (Dodge, 2009; Kazdin, 2008; Sanders & Turner 2005). The general conclusion based on the results from the three empirical studies was that the interventions were at least as effective as earlier efficacy studies with heavy involvement of researchers and qualified therapists. Several features that limited costs and improved feasibility characterized the evaluated interventions. First, training of staff without prior experience in behavioral interventions involved less costs compared to implementation through certified therapists. Second, dissemination through locally based staff, with established networks in the immediate neighborhoods of the targeted families, offers opportunities to recruit hard to reach families. Third, a common obstacle for service was avoided through open invitations to interventions that usually require extensive assessment procedures and referrals. Fourth, the standardization of the interventions (especially the school-based program) offers possibilities for effective training and supervision of staff at reasonable costs. Fifth, self-administration of the parent training program in study I can be a cost-effective option to practitioner-assisted implementation.

With regard to the last remark, it is important to discuss the relative advantage of supplying full practitioner assistance in BPT. Sanders et al. (2000) found small advantages for full therapist assistance (each practitioner invested 600 minutes per family) over self-administration at posttest and at the 6-month follow-up, which included no therapist support at all. At the 3-year follow-up, no significant differences emerged between intervention conditions (Sanders et al., 2006). In the first study of this thesis, two out of five outcome measures favored practitioner-assisted BPT over the primarily self-administered version at both posttest and follow-up, with effect sizes in the small to medium range. The question remains whether the relative small advantages found in this study (and the studies by Sanders and colleagues) justify the extra resources that full assistance requires; the group leaders spent 145 minutes in BPT-S per participant versus 570 minutes in BPT-P. To
answer this question, several issues need to be addressed. First, even if the differences in effect sizes were relatively small between the two training conditions, the practical significance may still be meaningful for serious and fairly intractable problems (Lipsey & Wilson, 1993). To better understand how meaningful the effects in this study are, further studies need to investigate the short-term cost-effectiveness, as well as long-term societal gains of small effect sizes. So far, few studies have been published involving cost-effectiveness and cost-utility of parent training (Romeo et al., 2005). However, Foster, Olchowski, and Webster-Stratton (2007) evaluated a related issue in a recent study. They investigated the relative cost-effectiveness of stacking intervention components in parent and teacher. Although the advantage for extra components was relatively small in terms of effect sizes, the authors still concluded that these efforts were cost-effective.

Second, the general importance of matching intervention type to the needs of individual families has lately been highlighted (e.g., La Greca et al., 2009). Despite the lack of significant moderating variables in study I, it is still likely that some families benefit relatively more from one particular training condition. For example, because this study as well as the Triple-P studies employed self-referral of participants, further studies need to target families referred to service. Parents in such families may be less motivated to actively engage in self-administration of interventions. As a matter of fact, in a preliminary analysis of a sub-sample in study I including participants that were in the clinical problem range at pretest (N = 137), the interventions effects for BPT-S relative the WL were no longer significant. These data are to be reported in a later article focused on clinical significance.

Third, consumer preferences and satisfaction are important variables in successful dissemination of interventions. Parents seem to prefer the continuous support from therapists. The parents tended to rate the BPT-S condition as less credible than the BPT-P condition (p < .10), and in the Triple-P studies, conditions that include therapist support have consistently been rated as more satisfying (Markie-Dadds & Sanders, 2006, Morawska & Sanders, 2006; Sanders et al., 2000).

With these issues in mind, the findings in study I still justify parent training with limited therapist support (BPT-S) as a viable alternative in choice of intervention for children with conduct problems. To succeed in the implementation of family interventions, it is important to take the needs and interests of all involved parties into account (Aarons & Palinkas, 2007). Although BPT-S was slightly less effective than BPT-P, it may still be a warranted alternative for some families due to practical circumstances (e.g., distance to training facilities) or due to personal preferences. BPT-S could also be considered as a cost-effective first option in a stepped-care procedure.
In the second empirical study, the BPT-E program was also implemented in a way that limited required resources and qualified therapists. Despite that fact, the implementation was still considerably more extensive compared to the BPT-R program. Each employee in the BPT-E program spent about 20 hours effective hours for each participating family, compared to about 5 hours in the BPT-R program (including the teacher training). This means that the BPT-E program was four times as expensive. However, study II does not permit conclusions regarding cost-effectiveness. It is not known if the BPT-R program was more effective than no treatment at all. Nevertheless, the lack of clinical significance suggests that BPT-R had no real impact. In a recent Swedish study of a non-enhanced parent training program, the author reached similar conclusions (Thorell, 2009). The program (COPE) showed very small or small effects on child conduct problems and parent stress in a clinical group. The general conclusion in study II is that cheap is not always good enough. Families at risk for non-response to treatment did not respond well to the parent training condition with limited support and training. This issue needs to be further investigated in future studies; which families need more intense interventions and what particular enhancements to interventions are crucial?

In the third empirical study, the teacher consultation model was more cost-effective than that reported in the only existing comparable randomized study by Iovannone et al. (2009). Unfortunately, the actual time spent on consultation was not reported in Iovannone et al. (2009). The maximum time a consultant spent on a case in their model was 12 hours plus five meetings that ranged between 30 minutes and two hours. Consequently, each consultant used up to 22 hours per targeted student, compared to about six hours per student in the intervention in this study. This difference is rather large considering that both studies found similar effect sizes on student EBP. This issue is of great importance, considering the lack of well-trained consultants and financial resources available for school-based mental health (e.g., Scott et al., 2008).

**Practical and clinical significance**

The term clinical significance refers to the importance or applied value of the intervention effects in everyday life (Kazdin, 1999). While clinical significance is related to absolute levels of everyday functioning, the term practical significance usually refers to the amount of change (i.e., effect size), regardless of end state functioning (Campbell, 2005). The importance of including reports of both clinical and practical significance, in addition to statistical significance, has been stressed in recent years (e.g., Campbell, 2005). Therefore, several analyses of practical and clinical significance were conducted in the three empirical studies.
In terms of practical significance, both the parent- and teacher training programs showed larger effect sizes than reported mean effect sizes in recent meta-analyses (Dretzke et al., 2009; Wilson & Lipsey, 2007). It is worth to note that the meta-analyses almost entirely are based on efficacy studies, while the studies in this thesis were conducted mainly under “real-world” conditions. The fact that the parenting programs showed larger effects than the teacher training program is consistent with results from the referred meta-analyses. The smaller effects for BTT is not surprising, regarding that teachers have to consider the needs of all the students in their classroom. On the other hand can teacher based interventions be cost effective despite small effect sizes, because each teacher has the potential to implement the intervention with a large number of students.

In contrast to the large effect sizes for BTE-E reported in study II, the clinical significance was less impressive. Although many parents and children showed large improvements, a large part (54%) still scored above the clinical cut-off at posttest. Is this good or bad? The gap between the BPT-E and the BPT-R group in terms of clinical significance was 39% at posttest (93% above cut-off in BPT-R minus 54% in BPT-E), which was similar to the gap between the intervention and the control condition in other studies (Larsson, Fossum et al., 2008; Sanders et al., 2000; Webster-Stratton & Hammond, 1997). Thus, evidence suggests that parent training alone, despite enhancements, is clinically insufficient for a large portion of families. Nevertheless, reviews and meta-analyses still favor BPT over other types of interventions for children with EBP (Eyberg et al., 2008; Nock, 2003). Further studies need to investigate how parent training could be modified, or combined with other efforts, to improve the clinical significance. A more encouraging finding in study II was that attendance and adherence in the BPT-E group was higher than expected, maybe as a result of the added component aimed to motivate and engage participants. Only 14% of the families in the BPT-E group dropped out of treatment, which was similar to the drop-out rate in the self-referred sample in study I. These rates were considerably lower than the general drop-out rate of 40-60% in BPT (Kazdi, 2005; Kazdin & Wassell, 1998).

In study III, no established measures of student EBP with Scandinavian norms were employed, which limited the possibility to analyze clinical significance. On the other hand, the BREB-rating enabled normative comparisons with high social validity, because the ratings of the targeted students could be compared to the general level of EBP in their present context. The fact that the portion of students above the cut-off dropped below 40% in the intervention, while it increased to 72% in the control group, supports the clinical significance of the intervention. This result still has to be interpreted with caution, considering the moderate effect sizes and inconsistencies in statistical significance across outcome measures.
A missing feature in the empirical studies was the inclusion of measures related to everyday functioning. Such measures express the extent to which participants are able to take part in expected activities and manage expected tasks. For example, how many children remained in general education settings as a result of the intervention? Or, did the intervention have an impact on the need for student aids? For such measures to be reliable, large sample size and a high degree of control of other factors that may affect change (e.g., school resources) is generally required. Therefore, no measures related to everyday functioning were included in the empirical studies.

Theoretical implications

The findings in the empirical studies of this thesis are primarily relevant for practice and intervention research, but there are also some theoretical implications. Perhaps the most interesting findings concern the roles of parenting and teaching practices. In accordance with coercion theory (Patterson, 1982), harsh parenting was found to mediate change in child EBP in study I. Similar findings have been reported in several previous experimental intervention studies (Beauchaine et al., 2005; Eddy & Chamberlain, 2000; Fossum et al., 2009; Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). On the other hand, extant evidence of the causal role of teacher behaviors rests heavily on single-subject experiments (Busse et al., 1995), which have demonstrated the short-term impact of specific teaching strategies. The finding pertaining the mediating role of harsh teaching in study III was therefore of particular interest. The long-term causal impact of teacher reprimands was for the first time demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial.

The findings with regard to the impact of positive parenting and teaching practices may be of even further theoretical interest, considering the paucity of empirical support from experimental studies. With few exceptions (Martinez & Forgatch, 2001), the mediating effect of positive parenting practices has been non-significant or weak in comparison to the impact of negative practices (Beauchaine et al., 2005; Eddy & Chamberlain, 2000; Fossum et al., 2009; Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). Accordingly, the mediating effect of parental praise and incentives was non-significant when tested together with harsh and inconsistent parenting in the exploratory analysis in study I. As argued in the introduction, the empirical support for the role of positive parenting practices may require additional measures and other methods than investigation of direct linear links to child EBP. Several routes may offer a way forward in pursuit of this issue. First, the validity of measures of positive parenting and teaching need to be considered. For example, Van Acker et al. (1996) demonstrated that teacher praise in general was provided non-contingently to students with EBP. Thus, even if the
teachers provide more praise, the effect is not certain without control for contingencies. In future studies of positive parenting and teaching practices, this issue needs consideration in the design of measures. It has to be ensured that the measures tap parent and teacher behaviors that actually function as positive reinforcement of prosocial child behaviors.

Second, in line with the theoretical propositions reviewed in the introduction (Strand, 2000), the effects of positive parenting and teaching may operate indirectly via the mechanism of behavioral momentum. In this theoretical framework, positive parenting and teaching could be defined as establishing operators for prosocial child behaviors, and conversely as abolishing operators of child EBP (Michael, 2004). Establishing and abolishing operators are defined as environmental factors that affect the potential of related triggers and reinforcers. For example, positive parenting may weaken the triggering potential of subsequent coercive parenting, resulting in lower levels of child EBP. According to this model, the effects of positive practices would operate indirectly on child EBP, via fewer opportunities for negative adult and/or child behaviors. This was supported in the exploratory analysis in study I, in which positive parenting practices mediated the intervention effect on negative parenting practices.

Unfortunately, limitations of the measures of teacher praise, as discussed in study III, restricted the possibility to conduct corresponding analysis of indirect effects in that study. Future studies investigating the role of positive parenting and teaching practices should consider the theoretical viewpoint of Strand (2000) in pursuit of indirect effects. So far, this has not been tested explicitly in studies of parent practices.

In an attempt to include a wider context in the analyses of behavioral interactions, Strand (2000) points to matching theory, in which the relative frequency of reinforcement for competing behaviors is considered. According to matching theory, a child would be less inclined to initiate coercive interactions in a context with high relative frequency of positive interactions. That is, the probability for a certain behavior is not just dependent upon the direct reinforcing contingencies for that behavior, but also on occurrence and reinforcement of other behaviors. The recent development of coercion theory by Patterson and colleagues is also an example of a theoretical framework with focus on the wider context (Granic & Patterson, 2006). Moment-to-moment reciprocal behavioral sequences between parents and children are observed and analyzed within the theory. It suggests, among other things, that the rigidity/flexibility of such patterns matter, besides the absolute levels of parent and child behaviors. In support of the theory, it has for example been found that parents’ ability to shift strategy in coercive interactions distinguishes participants who responded to BPT from non-responders (Granic et al., 2007). In line with their reasoning, parental flexibility/rigidity is an example of a contextually based outcome measure with bearing on positive parenting practices.
To conclude, in pursuit of the role of positive parenting and teaching, the traditional method of analyzing mediation of intervention effects may need to be supplemented by other methods. Some of the routes proposed above require moment-to-moment observation of interactions. Such assessments can for example illuminate the function of behaviors and enables a better account of contextual factors. In a way, it makes sense that functionally based behavioral interventions (e.g., BPT and BTT), should be evaluated through research methods that rest on a contextual theoretical framework.

Besides the analyses of parenting and teaching practices, there were two findings with theoretical bearing worth mentioning. First, the fact that the level of homework fidelity fully mediated the intervention effects in the direct comparison between BPT-P and BPT-S in study I was surprising at first glance. However, in review of the content of the BPT-P manual, it is clear that a large part of the session time is devoted to homework assignment and follow-up. Thus, the result supports earlier research reviewed in the introduction that stresses the importance of adherence to interventions (Nock & Ferriter, 2005).

Second, in study I and III, basically none of the variables that were tested as potential moderators of intervention effects turned out to be significant. This was surprising, for example in consideration of the theoretical and empirical claims of interaction between family adversity and parenting reviewed in the introduction (e.g., Reyno & McGrath, 2006). A specific finding worth noting was that the age of the participating children in study I did not moderate the intervention effects. In contrast, a comparable Norwegian intervention study of BPT found strong moderating effect of child age (Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008). In that study, older children did not respond to the intervention. Furthermore, the participants were referred to service within the social services, as opposed to study I, which included self-referred participants. As reviewed in the introduction, the impact of family adversity and neighborhood adversity grows in adolescence. Maybe, child age is a risk factor for non-response in families with heavier problem load.

Challenges in going to scale

The empirical studies in this thesis showed that evidence-based interventions effectively could be implemented with limited costs and resources. This does not, however, imply that these interventions easily could be disseminated at a large scale with impact at the population level. Despite the impressive development the last decades within the fields of prevention and intervention research, have the population rates of conduct disorder, antisocial personality disorder and violent crime not been reduced (Dodge, Coie, & Lynam, 2006). The blunt question is if it really is possible to have an impact at the
population level through large-scale dissemination of interventions targeting individual children and youth? There is no definite answer to that question, but one way forward is to be aware of the challenges involved in going to scale.

First, the identification of high-risk children through screening processes are often too strict and exclude cases that later develop serious problems. For example, in the Fast Track preventive intervention (Conduct Problems Prevention Research Group, 2002, 2007), the lifetime reduction in CD in the high-risk group was an impressive 50%. Still, the children in the high-risk group who eventually developed CD only represented 17.5% of all cases, meaning that most children who eventually developed CD belonged to the large group of children who were not identified as high-risk in kindergarten. The screening processes applied in the studies of the thesis were not standardized and relied on brief ratings from single informants. In going to scale, problems of low sensitivity and specificity in early screening has to be considered.

Second, study I and III relied on self-referred participants. Non-consenting families might generally be less motivated to participate in interventions and represent a new group of treatment ‘failures’ during at-scale implementation.

Third, even though efforts were made to evaluate the interventions of the thesis under real world conditions, this goal can never be completely fulfilled. For example, in most studies the researchers go to great lengths to optimize adherence to intervention protocol and to retain participants. Such efforts are often lacking in community implementation, leading to lower quality implementation and higher rates of non-response (Iovanne et al., 2009; Dodge, 2001; Tolan & Dodge, 2005). In future studies, it would be informative to evaluate the effects of ongoing community services that apply the interventions in this thesis. In such studies, it is crucial to include moderator analyses of drop-out and non-response to learn which families succeed and which fail in community service.

Fourth, the general level of community resources impacts the ability to effectively intervene (Tolan & Gorman-Smith, 1997). Will the educational, financial, and organizational resources of a community be sufficient to scale up interventions with maintained quality? If not, how can this be achieved? These issues are not solved through more intervention trials, but rather through natural experiments studying the effects of different organizational strategies across communities. Still, the limitation of costs and resources in the interventions of this thesis is an important advantage that will increase the possibility for dissemination in communities with limited resources.

Finally, a challenge in lowering population rates of EBP through interventions delivered to individuals is that these problems partially are caused and maintained by community level factors such as poor neighborhoods, socioeconomic status, peer deviance, and discrimination
against specific groups (Dodge et al., 2006). Individual-level interventions may ‘work around’ or ‘work with’ community risk factors but cannot easily alter them. This points to the importance of tackling population level problems through both individual intervention and efforts to build community resilience. This almost goes without saying, but the important implication for researchers is to evaluate the short term cost-effectiveness as well as long term cost-utility of efforts at different levels. Such analyses are important underpinnings for policy makers in deciding how to allocate resources in the pursuit of public health. The findings in this thesis could for example be related to effectiveness and costs of community level efforts such as lower-size classrooms, improved day-care, or financial aid for parental leave.

Implications for future studies

The findings in this thesis have several implications for future research, some of which already have been mentioned. A general implication is the need for independent replications, especially considering that the researchers who were involved in the development of the intervention programs also conducted the studies.

The first study was one of the few randomized effectiveness studies of BPT. Considering the gap in reported effect sizes between this study and the Norwegian study of PMTO (Ogden & Amlund Hagen, 2008), further effectiveness studies are needed and such studies need to explore cost-effectiveness as well as differential effects depending upon the targeted population (i.e., clinical vs. self-referred community samples). Also, future studies of the interventions in study I need to include independent observations as outcome measure instead of just relying on parent ratings.

The promising results in the second study calls for a randomized trial with a design that specifically can determine if the enhancements in the program offer advantages over the regular version of the program. In light of the modest reported effects in previous studies of enhanced parent training, as reviewed in the introduction, more studies that disentangle the effects of specific intervention components are called for. Also, studies need to be undertaken that provide more information on referral procedures and matching of interventions to the needs of the participants. For which families are enhanced efforts called for? Should these families be identified through assessment procedures, or is stepped care a better choice?

The implications for future studies with respect to the third study need to be considered in relation to the paucity of randomized trials of individual behavior management in schools. The issue is not whether BTT have effects on student behavior, which has been shown in numerous single-subject experiments (e.g., Busse et al., 1995). The crucial issue is if the general
effects on student behaviors are meaningful and sustained when these strategies are implemented in ways that enables large-scale dissemination (i.e., standardized and cost-effective teacher training programs). The third study in this thesis, together with the study by Iovanne et al. (2009), are to our knowledge the only randomized trials addressing this issue. Therefore, further randomized studies need to be conducted and those studies specifically have to address the issue of optimal standardization. What form and amount of consultation is optimal in terms of cost-effectiveness? How can the rather complicated FBA-procedure be further simplified? To what extent do highly trained consults need to be involved in the training process? Should a specific set of strategies be part of the standardized program, as they are in BPT? How can intervention effects be maintained when students change classrooms or teachers?

Conclusion

This thesis includes three studies in which three unique interventions were evaluated. The interventions were based on earlier research and inspired by other evidence-based intervention models. Alongside the development and evaluation of the interventions, a national organization has been built with the capacity to disseminate the programs at a larger scale with sustained quality. There were two main reasons for developing new programs, instead of implementing already existing interventions. First, because most established parent and teacher programs have been developed in North America, it was expected that Swedish teachers and parents would have difficulties accepting some of the intervention procedures. To ensure high acceptability and consequently adherence to the interventions, culturally adapted programs seemed to be necessary. Second, most established programs have specific guidelines and requirements regarding copyright, training and implementation. To achieve the aim of evaluating interventions that were limited in costs and possible to implement with less qualified staff, a high degree of flexibility in terms of implementation procedures was imperative.

In conclusion, cheap is good! The strong intervention effects found in the empirical studies support the expected benefits of using interventions that are culturally adapted and that employ implementation models that require limited resources. In several ways, the interventions were designed and implemented in ways that counter many of the challenges in going to scale. With proper replications, the findings presented in this thesis hold promise to improve access to evidence-based interventions for children with externalizing behavior problems.
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